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ERRATA 

_ ~:.\At page 13, in the marginal note:-
r 

(1) to paragraph .2, £9.!_ "re.contempt", ~ "re: 
contem;_')t"; and 

:.1) to pa;r,agraph 3, 1, !£!:. "re.contempt", ~ 
11 re: contempt". 

,t page 17, in the marginal note to paragraph 6.1,' 
;1.2!, 11 re.contempt", ~ "re:contempt".. . . 

\t page 19, in foot note 4, -
\ 

t) in line 3, for "preverseness", ~ 
11perversen~;Jss 11 ; and . ' 

l) in line s, £.9.!: "preverting", ~--"perverting", 
I . 

; page 23, in paragrapi;J. 3,2, in line 4, f.2!. 
'avourable", !.~"favourably", . 

:.\ page 25, in paragraph 3.4, in line a, f.Qr 
-~·ttck.S~ 1J. ~ "attacks", 

•••• 2. 
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6, At page 30, -

( i) in lines 9-10, for "remote and and unkno\P~ 
refld 11 remote anaunknown11 ; and 

( ii) for the existing foot note 1, read 11 Rajellr 
Kumar Garg: v. Shafiq Ahmad Azaa;-A.I.R. 1t, 
37, 42. 11 • ' . 

. ~ 
?,·At page 311 iil..the last line, oofore the figm:1 

brackets 11 ~ 1961)" ·, insert the figure 11 3,", 
I . 

8, At page 32, in line 2, !.Qr 11 Justic'!~ ~ ~ 11 Ju 

9. At page. 41, :'in foot note 1, in line 1, !.gt 11 ma 
~ 11 matte.r11 • 

10 .At page 49 ~ in the footnote, f.2!: u ( 1963) 11 , ~1 

11 (1953) 11 • 

ll.At page 47, i~ the ~arginal note to paragraph 
for 11 th" read 11 the". - ,_ 

12.At page 57, in the marginal note to paragraph 
for 11Purge 1 11 read 111 Purge' 11 , - ,_ 

8.1933. 



CHAIIUL~N 

COMMITTEE ON CONTEMPT OF COURTS 
Ntw Delhi, the 28th February 1g63. 

Shri Asoke Kmnar Sen, · 
Minister of Law, 
Government of Indja, 
New Delh~. 

1vfy DEAR MINISTER, 

·I have gre1t pleasme in forwarding herewith the Repod 
()£ the Committee on Contempt of Courts. 

2. The constitution ot the CQmmittee, its terms ot reference, 
· the procedure adopted by the Committee for , l;scharging the 
functions entrusted to it· are explained in the first Chapter of 
ihe Report. The law and the problems relating to contempt 
-of courts were examined in detail at 7 meetings of the 
.Committee and on the basis of the discussions a draft Report 
.and a Bill to give effect to the proposed recommendations 
·were prepared by Shri G. R. Rajagopaul and these were 
-considered and finalised by the Committee at its meetings held 
()n the 16th, r8th and 22nd February, 1g63. 

J. The Committee desires to express its appreciation of the 
-services rendr.red by the Member-Secretary, Shri II. C. Daga, 
in the preparation of au exhaustive summary. of the c~~law 
o()n the su'bjec1, both Indian and English, and by. 
Shri R. V. S. Peri Sastri, Assis~nt Draftsman, in the 
ilreparation of the Report. 

Yours sincerely, 

H. N. SANYAL 

t'tHA-1 
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CHAPTER I 
I, 

Introductory 

. On the 1st April, 1960, Shri Bibhuti Bhushan Das Gupta ~:nes~! 
introduced in the Lok Sabha a Bill to ' consolidate and mittee and 
amend the law relating to contempt of courts. On an exa':" terms of 
mination of this Bill, Government appears to have felt tha~ reference;. 

. the law relating to contempt of courts is uncertain,· . unde
fined and unsatisfactory and that in the. light of the cons, 
titutional changes which have taken place :in ·the coup.try. 
it would be advisable to have the entire law on the subject 
scrutinised by a special Committee set up for the purpose. 
In pursuance of that decision the Ministry of Law by·· its 
Order No. F.49/61-Adm. I dated 29th July, 1961, set up· a 
Committee consisting of the following persons:-

Chairman 

1. Shri H. N. Sanyal, u Additional Solicitor-General 
. of India.. . . · 

Members 
' ' . . . 

2. Dr. W. S. Barlingay* Member of Parliament.··· · ·I 1 

• . . ,. . I .1 

• 3. Shri G. R. Rajagopau~ Special Secretary· ··and 
Member, Law Commission, Legislative Depart., 
ment, Ministry of Law. · · 

4. Shri L. M. Nadkarni,'Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Home Affairs. · · · · · 

Member-Secretary 
' . 

5. Shri H. C. Daga, Joint Secretary ·and · Legal Ad.:. 
. viser, Department of Legal Mairs, Ministry of 

Law. · · · · 't· • · 

. ."This Committee was required-'··, .. ··. ·. i~ 
· . ·· (i) to· examine the law· ·reiating to ·contempt ·of 
courts gene~ally, and in ~articular, the la'Y r~lating ·to 
the procedure for the punishment thereof· : '\ ~ !'.1 · : , .•1 

• II .. ". • , • • • ~ ' t J' 

. (ii) to suggest amendments thereiii with a view id 
clarifying and reforming the law wherever necessary.i 
and.. . . · · · · ·· · · 1 

(iii). to ~k~ r~o~~ndatio~-fo; ~~tk~Uo~: ~t 
the law in the light of the examination made.. .. ·;; 

. . .. .It, 1 ~ • • ) 

•In April, 1.962, Dr. Barlingay ceased to be a Member of Parliament, but 
GoYemment decided that he may continue to be a Member of the Committee • 

.. Now Solicitor·General of India, 
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Pc ocedure 2.1. At our first meeting held on the 29th August, 1961, 
:h'o~ed by we .discussed the general line of approach to the questions 
mftte:fu; referred and took preliminary decisions. We also decided 
examination to address the public in general and, in particular, the 
of the law. State Governments, High Courts, Bar Councils, High Court 

Bar Associations, Universities and the Indian Law Insti· 
· , tute for suggestions in this behalf. 

~ . ' " 

2.2. Apart from eliciting the views and opinions of all 
the persons and bodies referred to above we undertook a 
comprehensive·· survey of the leading decisions on the sub
ject, both Indian and English, and also a general survey of 
the position obtaining at present in the various countries 
of the world. Further, we made a detailed study of the 
origin and the application of the law relating to contempt 

. of courts. Above all, we focussed our attention upon the 
implications of the provisions of the Constitution relating 
to contempt of courts and the great importance given to 
freedom of speech and the consequent need for harmonising 
the interests of the individual with the interests of admi
nistration of justice within the framework of our Republi
can Constitution envisaging a democratic set up. 

Nature of · ·. 3. We realised as we proceeded with our work that the 
our task. task before us was by no means easy. We had to devise a 

set of rules which would ·steer clear of the Scylla of the 
contempt of judicial authority and the Charybdis of undue 
restraints on the individual's freedom. In this task, we 
derived considerable·. assistance from the opinions received 
by us and we are indeed very grateful to all those who 
responded to our request. It is somewhat unfortunate that 
judicial decisions in this branch of the law have not that 
clarity and definiteness which' judicial decisions relating 
to some of the other branches of law have. In case after 
case,· there is invariably a broad and sweeping assertion of 
an unlimited power in the courts to punish for contempt. 
At the same time, this assertion of what may perhaps be 
termed an omnipotent power· is tempered by the statement 
that the power would be exercised sparingly and only in 
exceptional cases. Against this background, delimitation 
of this power becomes somewhat difficult. It may be that 
a person reading this Report may accuse us of having been 
somewhat over-cautious -in our approach to this branch of 
the law, but neither the present state of the law nor the 
comprehensiveness of the examination involved-perhaps 
we are the first Committee whose terms of reference have 
covered such a wide field-would justify the adoption of 
any other line of approach; for we would certainly not 
wish to recommend anything which may tend to under· 
mine the confidence of the public in the .administration of 
justice-a confidence which is so essential for the preserva· 
tion of our liberty. ~ · ' 



CHAPTER ll 
. ~ l 

Historical 

1. The existing law relating to contempt of courts is Contempt 
-essentially of English origin. The indigenous legal· systems f:dic.wrt iD 
-of India, based as they were on the concept of a law above syst=:~ 
the sovereign and his courts, and functioning as they did, in · 
times when means of communication were slow and publica-
tion on anything but a small scale well nigh impossible, 
neither possessed nor needed anything like the elaborate 
:system of contempt law such as we have now. Doubtless, 
-courts or assemblies (sabhas) were protected from being 
.scandalised. Kautilya lays down thus:-· i 

"Defamation of one's own nation or village shall be 
punished with the first amercement; that of one's own 
caste or assembly with the middle-most; and that ·of 
Gods or temples with the highest amerceme~t."1 .' .: 

The King and the King's council stood on a higher foot-
ing than the caste, village or assembly. Thus, · ·-' 

"any person who insults the King, betrays · the 
King's council, makes evil attempts against the King ..• ·• 
.. .. .. shall have his tongue cut off."2 " 

While it was an offence to scandalise or defame the King or 
the King's council or the other courts or assemblies, there 
does not appear to have been in vogue any special procedure 
for the trial of these offences. Not only that, the law seems 
to have insisted upon the judges also maintaining decorum 
and adherence to the code of judicial conduct requisite fot 
keeping administration of justice unsullied. If the judge 
misbehaved or offended against the dignity of the law, he 
was as much liable to punishment, nay, liable to a higher · 
degree of punishment than the ordinary individual defaming 
the judge or the assembly or the court. Citing Kautilya 
again:-. · :' 

I 

''When a judge threatens, browbeats,. sends out or 
unjustly silences anyone 'Of the disputants in his court; 
he shall first of all be punished with the first amerce... 
ment. If he defames or abuses any of them, punishment 
shall be double.".8 . '·: . ,, .•. .1 : • ',.f l . < .. •r· .•• , -· ~"~ 

In short, the scheme envisaged must have been one in 
which any violation of the sanctity of the administration of ----------· -----~--~ 

1. Shama Sastri's translation of Kautilya's Artha Sastra, sm edn. p. 219• 
a. Shama Sastri op,' cit. p~ 257. · · · · · · · ·, ·· :' ' · ·~ • 
s. Shama Sastri op. cit. p. 252 ($111 also Kane, History of Dharma 

Sutra. VoL 111, p. ass.· .. . . . , ': '·<• ,, 
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justice, either by those who administer it or by those for 
whose benefit it is administered, was visited with a penalty~ 
the penalty being the "highest where the offence is by those
who administer the law .. · . . 

Qrigin of' , ~· The study of the scheme of contempt law: in indigen-
8f>ft::ir . oussystems, fascinating thoughit may be, is not of mu~h 
~mtempt . use for. our present purpose. On the one hand, we · do not. 
law:· · . have a complete picture of the position in those systems to· 

. facilitate comp~ison. On the other hand, the present 

. system h~s its origin elsewhere, i.e., in English l&w. · .. '. 
~:Ud ~ ... ,' · 3.1 .. The English law of contempt which itself had a hap
tion ofc- hazard growth came to be introduced in our country ~ :a 
English 'Yet more haphazard manner. Power to punish for contempt 
law of being an attribute of a court of record, the setting up of: 
f:,ma·~ . such courts by the British in India necessarily meant the 
n ° n 

1 
• :introduction of Engliah law of contempt in some measure. 

This is how English law of contempt came to be introduced 
ln India, first. One of the earlier courts of record, if not the
earliest, expressly created as such seems to be the Court of 
. the Mayor and Corporation of Madras established under. the 
East India Company's Charter of 1687. But since appeal 
.lay from this court to the Admiralty Court established under 
the , Royal Charter of 1.683 as also to the Governor-in
Council, we may be justified in treating these latter-men
tioned courts also as courts of record. Later, we have the
~ayor's . courts established. under the Charter of 1726 and 
re-constituted . under the Charter of 1753 which were courts. 
of record and as incidental to that status possessed the
. power to punish for contempt. In Calcutta, the Mayor's. 
court was succeeded by the Supreme Court established.' 
.under .a Charter gran_ted. in 1774 in pursuance of the RegU
lating Act of 1773. In Madras . .and Bombay · the. May'or'.
courts continued till1797 when they were superseded. by Re,. 
corder's Courts established under.37 Geo. ill, c.l42. The· 
Recorder's · Court a~ Madras was abolished . by the Govern: 
ment of India Act, 1800, and a Supreme Court established 
in its place by Charter in 1801. .. In Bombay, likewise. a 
Supreme Court was established in place of the Recorder's 
Court by a· Charter-granted under· a statute of 1823 (4 Geo. 
IV; ~.71): , The- Recorder'S' Court and the Supreme. Court 
had ~he same powerS' for· punishing for contempt, as the· 
superior· courts of England. . The Supreme Courts were in 
tum succeeded by the High Courts under the High Courts 
Act, 1861. . 
:; · ·, 3.2. I~ ;he cas~ ~f ~o~e of the .old ptovirlce.s .of I~dia ther~ 
were no High Courts but only chief courts or courts of judi-
cial commissioners,· ·fnnctioning as the highest courts in 
those provinces. For a long timei it was far · from clear 
lll~ther: th~ chief. ~o~s and _cQurts of jud_icial commis· 
sioners had the same powers in relation to contempt as th~ 
High Courts. It was also equally unsettled whether the juris.. 
diction or the High Courts in eontempt etxended also to con· 
tempt-of courts subordinate to them. The subordinate 



courts, not ·being courts· of recold, obviously did not possess 
any inherent powers to punish for contempt as well :At the 
same time, there was no general provision for the punish+ 
ment of contempt of these courts. The Indian ·Penal . Code 
which was passed in 1861 ~made only certain actsJ which 
would be punishable as contempt' a~ specific offence~ , \; _:' 1 t 

. ' ' •• ,' • t ' 

3.3. The . absence of clear~ut ·provisions iD. regard to the 
contempt jurisdiction of the Chief Courts and' courts of 
judicial commissioners, the uncertainty about the power of 
High Court$ to punish for contempt of courts subordinate 
to them, the limited character of the statutory provisions 
relating to punishment of contempt of subordinate courts, 
were brought to the forefront in an accentuated form 
during the turn of the last century and the begirming of the 
present century which witnessed revolutionary activities ill 
the poUtical and other fields. A particularly bad instance i:q 

· which a Calcutta newspaper made unwarranted and prejudi.t 
cfal comments on certain proeee<li.ngs pending in the court 
of a ma~istrate at Khulna was brought to the· notice of the 
Provincial Government of Assam and · Ben~al · in 190'1..CS: 
Expert legal opinion taken in that eonnection indicated that 
the power of punishment by summary process foi! contempt 
of oourts wat confined to the three High Courts ~ Calcutta, 
Madru anQ Bombay , and was only e:J;erei3qble: by those 
eourts in respect of offences committed wUhin U!Jt ponion 
of their territorial jurisdiction where th~ CQIMIOn . ]a~ of 
~ngl~ was in force ... 1 

' ' ' •, _' , • j , 1 I ; , I ! i f '? ., ' 

4. In 1908-09, Lord Minto's Government consulted aU the Anc mpu 
Provincial Governments as to whether legisla.tioQ. should ttho remo.-e 
be undertaken- . · · · · ·! · ·' · · · • -:::-1 e laamae-
• . ' . ·. . . 1~11· 1914 
. :. . (i) to enable ' High Courts other' thaxC' C:tlartered Bill. 
· High Courta to protect thems~lves in, · fesp~t o,f con-
tempt~ of court$. an~ . :· . ., • . . :· ., 
· (ii) to empower all High CourtJ to give ·a l'(!ISOD• 

able measure of protection to courts $Ubordinata to them 
in re~t of con~empts and improper CQmnlellts . oq 
pending cases. : · · . · . . c . · , . : • 

On the whole, the weight of opinion received wu hi favour 
of legislation on the lines indicated. But by the time these 
opinio~ came to be considered in 1911, the Press Act of 
1910 was already on the Statute Book and the Government 
felt that it was neither necessary nor opportune to proceed 
with the contemplated c~ntempt legislation. However tG 
deal effectively with the situation, if it became acute a'llill 
was prepared in 1911, penalising contempt of authorlty of. 
co~rts of justice or of persons empowered by law to record· 
evtdence on oath and the publication· of false or inaccurate· 
reports of pending judicial proceedings or of comments 
touching persons concerned in them calculated to cause pre. 
judice in the public mind in regard to such proceedings.· 
This Bill, as revised in the light of .the comments receivedr· 

91HA-2 
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adopted the simple device of making certain amend,ments in 
the Indian Penal Code and certain consequential amend
ments in the·. Code of Criminal Procedure. It sought to 
introduce two new sections after .section 228 of the Indian 
Penal, Code. The first. of these sections was intended· to 
render punishable the ~bringing ,into contempt of-. 
,, 'r I • ',(a) ~y coun .of justice, or 
~ . · . ·.,.·(b) !any person .empower~d' by law torecord or 
1: 1 , direct, the recording o~ evidence on oath, when exerci&--
••. Jng ;;uc:tl powers..· .~ , . · ·. ·': . . · · · · . · · .. · · 

• ' ' ~ ' .. _. ' " • • ' ' • ) \. I ' : 1 J , J' • ,1 ' . ' • , ·' • : • " '' ' ; ' • • 

By an explanation to this sectioD,; it was sought to be made 
¢lear that honest :··criticism, ·i4e.) c:omments made in , good 
faith which ar.~ in substance true .would not amount to c.on..: 

. tempt;,.' The ·sec:ond · section was intended to. penalise the 
' publication of false ·or misleading :~;eports of pending judicial 

proceedings' .calculat.ed· ·to c;1use prejudice in, the public 
mind; ~~The Bill was. introduced h1 t:tte.,Legislative, Council 
on. the 18th Marchi,1914,,: J3ut the consideration of the Bill 
was postponed on aqcpunt ~ithe outb.t:eak of th~ Fil;'st vy orld 
Waf::·It wa!f.takerr upagam aft~r,the end .of the warm 192~ 

· and the:ihen:Law ·Member, Sir Tej Bahadu~ Sapru, r~ite~ 
rated ·an 'Opinio:Q given by him.. earlier that"T-1 : · . . . ,; . ; . .', 

': '~~"an amendment to the· Indian Penal Code ·which 
.. \Vouid ~ve. power to subordinate courts .to punish coOt' 
· te:n;tpts amounting to what is known as 'scandalising the: 
eourt~ ~·ts undesirable,: ..... ::, .. for the reason: that su~ 
ordinate courts are not.. .......... by:their legall framing or t;raditions qualified to exercise such extraordinary 

']ui'isdi~tiQn." 
~~ ·,·1; H~ ·.added· that_:_:! 

... ,'l:.. l t,·: 

··'"'":'in the ,event ofthe Government finding it ini· 
po$s1ble to drop thf! measu:rf!, the p<;>wer to initiate pro
ceedings for contempts of· inferior courts, should be 
vested in the High Courts alone and that· such proceed
ings ·might. be started upon a ;referenc~ by an inferior 
i:Ourtor on an application made by the .local gover.t;llllent 
or.by anY' party. 1to. a suit or case rega.r.ding which 
objectionable comments are published.by .• newspaper.'' 

The 1926 • 1:; 5.1. ~ Aiter·.durthe!' • , con'Siderati~ .. Government finally i 
let. abandoned the 1914 ·Bill and decided in favour of introduc

fng Jegislatioh on the lines 9f Sir Tej. Bahadur Sapru's sug .. 
gestions.' 1 Such, iri short~ was the. genesis of the Bill, which, 
after important modifications came to :be enacted · as. the: 
COntempt of Courts Act, 1926,· · The Bill as originally drafted 
ptitported to define •contempt of court~ and while assuming 
a power iD the High Court (including chief courts and the 
courts of judicial commissioners) to punish. for contempt 
of itself, sought to confer a like power on the High Court in 
respect of contempt·" of courts subordinate to it. It also 
sought to define the extent of the punishment which may 
be awarded in contempt cases. The Bill also included pro
visions relating to taking .cognizance of offE!nces. by way of 



'1 "" . •(I 
'contempt and the procedure ·to be followed in respect of 
such offences. · · · 

. 5.2. The Bill was referred to a Select Committee . which 
re-drafted it, omitting or restricting the provi~ions of tJ,le 
Bill as indicated below:- · ·, . -' · ··· 

. · . (a) the defuutfon of 1contempt of ~o~• 'was 
()mitted on the ground that the case law on the subject 
would form an adequat~ guide;· · ·· .•... '·'. :.· .• , !' ·.·. 

· (b) the provisions regulating the taking cogni.zan~e. 
of offences and procedure and the powers of courts . U).,. 

resp~t thereto were omitted on _the ground that the 
· procedure then followed by the High Courts. in respect 

. .of such offences was ' adequate, and the ' procedure of: 
· .. High Courts in respect of ·contempts of themselves waS) 
· .· · made applicable. to o~erices committ~d against subordi·J 
· ~ nate courts·· . ~ "'1 •. • • .·: ······' :. J ·.~~ ·r ;:: ! ., 

I . · . · • .. • I . .'. · : ·,.. :. ·r ·, .·: ... , .. \''[ 

. (c) courts of .judicial commissioners were excluded( 
on the ground that such courts should not have .powet 
to punish for contempt;. 'i · · ' ,.. · . '· ; , , ':) ~·"·· .uf. 

J (d) the provisions empowe~ing tru; chief ~ourts',' tQ; 
punish for contempt were limited to con tempts pf the~· 
.selves; ... · ..... • .. .'.: · 

1 
~· :' ·, 't··~·, · . < :.·. :· ~·~: · ... w.::·; 

.. : (e) ·simple imprisonment ·was pre~ribed.lndi .~ei 
. ' .amount of fine was limited to·Rs. 2,000~;": r .• •r .... ;..',;(~ i ~ 

(f) cases of contempt'agalD.st'J subOrdinate~ 'courtS: 
·· .provided for under the ordinary )aw were excluded 
. 1rom the purview of High Co~; , .J·· .:· · .' .••. , 1 ~, ; 

." ·: · ·(g) provision was added recognising the practice in• 
.. ·relation to acceptance ()f apologies. i ··· · i. .. ,f., 1 ··h•'' .:) 

''~t '~ r • ',',\}il ~., t I J #• ) ·~·.~·J .~\,•!~ ~~·,'"')·/ 

' 6.1. Looking in retrospect, 'the 1926 Act may well be reo- .workina 
g'arded as a step in the.,right direction. ·The greatest service'of~eAct. 
of the Act was that 'it imposed· specific limits! as te· .theJ192 

punishment which ~y be awarded in eontempt eases}•.The, 
intention, no doubt, was •to inake these limits :applicableJ
irrespective ·of whether the contempt was that of the- High.-. 
Court itself or cof a 1 court 'SUbordinate to it.· But iR. View;ofl 
the interpretation placed upon .the Act2 tha~ the power'~' oft 
punishment provided ip section 3 related only to contempt 
of subordinate courts, the Act was amended in 1937 to make 
it clear thaf the limits applied in all cases!· ,,,. : :. ~., i:. i; ~· r 
., ~ \! .. ~ I; •· .. ~t. "~"'·,"" .·~ •',.''. i~N ~ '.t 

;· 6.2. Except as to the question of punishment that :may-be .. 
Imposed, the 1926 Act was not as thorough-going .as it could; 

. . '. . ' 1 
I. In the words of Jenkins CJ, in ugalRems~r. V. MatilolGhou 

4111l_.,r,rs, LL~ :'I CaL .1~3, 21~, the power to punish for contempt well 
mented the descrtpt1on that It 1s arb1trary, unlimited and unoontrolled because 
.. there is. no limit to the imprisonment that may be in1iicted or the fine that 
may be unposed sa-n: the court's unfettered discretion ........ •• - -- - .. 

. a. · .. SeC Cor example HarkisheN Lll.l V; The CroD.: •J.;RJa Lab. 6g •. ,:~ 
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nave been even with regard to the limited matters dealt with 
in that Act. The Act did not contain any provision with 
re<1ard to contempt of courts subordinate to courts other 
th~n High Courts. that is, the courts subordinate to chief 
courts and judicial commissioner's courts. It was equally 
silent with regard to the powers of contempt of courts of 
judicial commissioners. If subordinate courts or superior 
courts in one area required protection, it was obvious that 
the courts in other areas also required a like protection. The 
Act also did not deal with the extra territorial jurisdiction 
of High Courts in matters of contempt.1 

6.3. Notwithstanding the fact that the Act of 1926 only 
touched the fringes of the subject, the Press Laws Enquiry 
Committee, which was mainly concerned with the working 
of the Press laws, inclined to the view in its Report present~ 
ed in 1948 that the law of contempt was not used to punish 
newspapers unjustly, and therefore felt that no case had 
been made out for a change in the law. The framers of the 
Constitution, while conferring in express terms contempt 
jurisdiction on the superiol' courts, namely the Supreme 
Court and the High Courts, included contempt of the 
Supreme Court and other courts as topics for legislation in 
the Union and Concurrent List:<. At the same time they sub~ 
jccted the fundamental right of freedom of speech and ex~ 
pression to reasonable restrictions imposed by law in regard 
to contempt-a matter to which we shall have occasion here
after to refer in greater detail. 

6.4. Incidentally. one of the defects of the Contempt of 
Courts Act, 1926, was removed in 1950 by the passing of 
the Judicial Commissioners' Courts (Declaration as High 
Courts) Act, 1950. The Constitution did not make any pro
vision with regard to contempt power of courts of judicial 
commissioners. By reason of this Act, read with article 
241 (2) of the Constitution, the provisions of Chapter V of 
Part VI of the Constitution became applicable, subject to 
certain exceptions and modifications (not relevant for the 
present purpose) in relation to courts of judicial commis
sioners. Thus the courts of judicial commissioners became 
courts of record with the same power as the High Courts in 
relation to contempt matters. 

7. It is against this background of the working of the 
1926 Act that we have to judge the Contempt of Courts Act, 
1952, which repealed and replaced the 1926 Act. The 1952 
Act, while largely re-enacting the provisions contained in 
the 1926 Act, made two important changes. By defining the 
expression 'High Court' to include courts of judicial com
missioners the Act made it clear that those courts had power 
to punish contempts of subordinate courts also. Secondly, 
the Act made it clear that the High Court (including the 

. I. So;c:--I,. the ~aH of E.G. H, rm'n-w11, I. I .R. 1944 Born. 333. 
wht:h h !d th·1t the Htgh Court nf a State had no power to arrest for con
te.npt of it;eJf a !)er>on nutsi:le its juri ,dj :tion. 
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court of a judicial commissioner) would have jurisdiction 
to inquire into and try a contempt of itself or of any court 
subordinate to it, irrespective of whether the contempt is 
alleged to have been committed within or outside the local 
limits of its jurisdiction and irrespective of whether the 
persOn alleged to be guilty of the contempt is within or out
side such limits. . . 

8.1. The 1952 Act is sound as far as it goes. While its ~~~~~~on 
provisions may be retained, its scope requires to be widen- of the Jaw 
ed considerably. The policy of the legislature has so far of cont~mpt 
been to leave the formulation of the law of contempt to andbfa1or 
the courts. The only safeguards provided in the law are ~f~ef~~~
that the power to punish for contempt (subject to the 
limited exception as to contempt in the face of the court 
for which provision is made in the Indian Penal Code) is 
vested in the superior courts and limits are set to the 
punishment which may be awarded by the courts. Before 
the Constitution came into force there was no statutory 
provision for appeals from decisions of High Courts in 
contempt cases though the Privy Council after some initial 
reluctance1 finally asserted its jurisdiction to hear appeals 
in contempt cases.2 The High Courts and the Supreme 
Court have interpreted the provisions as to appeals con-
tained in the Constitution as sufficiently wide to permit 
appeals in such cases from High Courts to the Supreme 
court. 

8.2. We have now been asked to examine the law 
relating to conte;mpts generally with a view to clarifying 
and reforming it wherever necessary. The jurisdiction to 
punish for cont~mpt touches upon two important funda
mental rights of the· citizen which are of vital concern 
to him, viz., the right to personal liberty and freedom of 
expression-rights whi~h are of vital importance in any 
democratic syst~m. We should· therefbre approach the 
problem of contempt of court untramelled . by whatever 
may have been the positiol}. in ·the past or whatever may 
be the position in other countries in order to ensure that 
our law of contempt harmonises well with the needs of a 
modern democratic . system. Though a charge of contempt 
is as serious as a criminal charge, the trial is not in accord
ance with those safeguards that the ordinary procedure 
for the trial of a criminal offence requires, but is by way of 
summary proceedings. What constitutes contempt of court 
has to be ascertained from case law which is voluminous 
and not always consistent.a Even then, the citizen may 
----------- . ·---·---

I. Surendmnath Banerjea V. The ChiefJusticeandJudges of the High 
Cdftrt of Bengal, 10 !.A. 171. 

2. Ambard V, Attorne.v-Peneral of Tritddad and Tobago, 1936 A. C. 322 
Debi Prasad Sarma V. K.E., 70 LA. zr6. 

3· InM.Y. ShareefandanotherV. TheHon'blcJudgesojtheHighCourt 
o.fNagtpur. (1955) IS. C. R. 757, the S11preme Court observed at p. 7fi6--·"In 
this case the learned Judges (of the High Court) themselves had to wade 
thrvugh a large Yo!ume ofEngbh and Indian case-!~w before they could boLl 
that the -act of t '.1e- appellants constituted c.Jncempt. .....••.. " 



,·:.rj~· .. ~~·-~~~:··.·i,~;·: ~1·.· ,, 1 .' ··' · : 

not know . where ·he stands because contempts may take 
new forms and shapes in the ever-changing complicated 
world of .today,;: The High Courts as courts of record assert 
that the power to punish for contempt is inherent in them 
and. cQnsequently .· they are the final authorities to define · 
what constitutes contempt. In the absence ·of ·an· appeal 

.":,.,as .a matter of course the necessary corrective is not· 
" ·ahvl;lys· ·available in respect of such decisions. · Very often 
; _: the contemner eseapes the sentence by tendering an abject. 
'.,,'apology' and ··such' cases do not in any way tend to clarify 
. ;th~ law,·· For 'it is quite ·conceivable that a Judge who 

1 hears·-~ contempt case may hold that there is no contempt. 
in which event a defence of unqualified apology is meaning
less as' th~t :would amount to an admission of guilt. It 
may ·be mentiol).ed in passing that it is not unusual for an 
alleged contemner to tender an unqualified apology because 
if he· tried to submit a qualified apology or an apology in 
the alternative even ·when justified by. the circumstances 
of the' ·case; more often than not he may have to pay for 
it heavily.· In fact, there- is a possibility of such a defence 
.being regarded as an act of contumacy,l. Further, a perso~ 
in contempt cannot · be heard in prosecution of his own 
appeal · until ·he· purges his contempt. · The few cases 
that· have gonEfup in ·appeal either to the Privy .Council in, 
the olden days 'or to the Supreme Court under our Consti .. 
tution reveal that the 'High Court may not always be 
free from ~rrors W ~his ,b.ra~c~ o~ the l~w. . . . .. . . 
r 'j ~ ~ .,"\ , 1 f . . ',1 , • r ' .. I .. , : '·• I ; ! t • 

• ~:~ 8.3'. Comments oti matters which may or may not come 
pefqre the .court bu~ which are agitating the public mind 
may .. ~o;nstitute contempt ·although the editor or publisher 
Q{ the n.~wspape~. !!l which the comments have appeared 
may .have acted in' perfect good faith~ In a vast country 
like .India, the law of contempt in' relation to pending and 
imminent pl;'oceedings may work hardship in' many· cases. 
Further,· .should there be 'any contempt if proceedings are 
merely. imminent? If the answer is in the affirmative, 
;would,Jt,,be possible to say ·when proceedings may be 
regarded as'imminent?· Would it not be better that punish
"ment,is meted:.out ., only in thllse cases . where the evil 
.cons~quences of contempt are ·extremely serious and the 
Q.e·gr~e of imminence extremely hfgh? A criticism is often 
made 'that Judges do not always appreciate the distinction 
. between · attacks ·on· them which · are of a defamatory 
character and attacks which interfere with the adminis-

. tration of justice/a . 

8.4. The power to punish for contempt has often been 
described as arbitrary, unlimited and uncontrolled. 'In 
the circumstances, would it be sufficient or proper to leave 
--------------------

J. An extreme instance of such a situation is to be found in M. Y. Shareef 
and anorher V. The Hon'bleJudges of the High Court of Nagpur, referred to 
Illite. 

2. See in this connection Debi Prasad SJJarma V.K.B., 70 I.A. 216 
Batlnna Ramakrishna Reddy V. Tile State of Madras, (1952) S.C.R. 425· 
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. the whole matter to be regulated by the courts "themselves 
·as hithertofore on the basis that.. as courts have invariably 
stated that this power should be used very ,Sparingly and 
only in extreme cases and . always with ref~ence: to· tlie 
interests of the ~dmi~str~tion of justice, it is not ;nfJ:~S~:ary 
te fetter their d1scretlon m any way? 

8.5. The problem has been receiving the attention of 
ihe legislature both in India and elsewhere also. We have 
already referred in Chapter \ I to a Bill on the subject 
introduced in the Lok Sabha by a Private Member. The 
history of the law relating to the 1952 Act reveals the care 
and anxiety with which this subject has had to be approacl:~ 
ed from time to time. The Press Commission, reporting 
in 1954, had occasion to consider this subject1 once again, . 
and that body had before it several representations to the 
effect that the law of contempt, particularly in its applica- . 
tion to newspapers, was much too vague and required to 
be crystalised; that the law could be stretched to any 
limits making it impossible i.or an honest writer to com
ment on judicial proced\;lr~ or even on the merits of judi
cial decisions; that contempt should be precisely and 
rigorously defined and so on. The Commission, however, 
did not recommend any change either in the procedure or 
'practice of the contempt of court jurisdiction exercised by 
the High Courts. In this connection it may be pertinent 
to observe that that body had been appoil}ted to inquire 
generally into the state of the Press in India and its present 
and future lines of development, and the law of contempt 
came to be examined by it only as an incidental matter. 
And in coming to that conclusion the Commission ·was 
largely influenced by the observations made by courts from 
time to time that this power should be sparingly used and 
with great caution. 

8.6. On the other hand, in. England, a Committee' 
appointed by the International Commission · of Jurists 
(British Section) headed by Lord Shawcross found that the 
law of contempt was unsatisfactory in quite a few im
portant respects and the recommendations of that CoJn
mittee, made in 1959, have already been made the basis · 
for the Administration of Justice Act, 1960. One may 
recall in this connection a Resolution passed as early as in 
1906 by the House of Commons that the jurisdiction of 
Ju~ges in dealin~ ~th contempt of court is practically 
arb1trary and unlimited and calls for the action of Parlia
ment with a view to its definition and limitation . 

. 9. These and simila~ other difficulties must have weighed Conclusion. 
With the Government 1n coming to the conclusion that the 

1. Report of the Press Commission, (I9S4) Part I. p,. 408-418. 

a. Referred to in this Report aa the Shawcross Committee. 
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Jaw C?f contempt should be subjected to a comprehensive. 
'exammatiotl b1 a l;peci:al Committee, and unlike the Pros 
~otnmission, our t;ole task is to exam.ine this law with 11 
f.\li~w to its ~lari1icatio1l and. reform wherever necessary, 
· '$nd this . ·~~ proceed 'to do itt · detail in tbe JUcceediog 
thap'f:erj. · , · · · · · . \ · .. r 



CHAPTER m 
•, \ 'l ;! J , '.J I J, •. ,1: .·.,,:. ;lo'\., ii. \ 

Constitutional provisions relating to contempt. 
l : t.' '· [ i' : :, . '- .•. l .. ! 

1. Befor~ .. considering the lines" on which. the law of.: ~~:Oduc-
ccintempt may be clarified or reformed, it ·is ne<:essary , tQ< • 
bear in. mind clearly the implications of- the provisions of 
our Constitution relating to contempt of courts. . 

., • ' ) ·. . .J (_ : . . • t ' : • ~ f ~ 4 • '.: :. ; '.. .. • "' ···.' J •• • : ~. .... 

2. Tlie following ar~ .. the. p.rovisions. of. the Constitution ~=tU• 
having a bearing on contempt of courts:-1 

. ~ provisions , , 

(i) articles 19(l)(a) and-19(2);- _ . .. ~!~t. 
• • ! • w -~ •• "' 

(ii): artiCle· 129 · and ~ntcy 77 of List I of the' 
Seventh Schedule; . . .. 

' ' 1 ~ 1 : • , t , ~•" t I • l • .... "" 
.,_ (iii) article. 2\5. and entry 14 of List III of the 

Seventh Schedule; 

(iv) article 142(2). 

Article 19(i) (a) guarantees to all citizens , the right to 
freedom of speech and expression and article 19 (2) pro~ 
vides inter alia that this right is subject to any law impos-' 
ing reasonable restrictions in relation to contempt of court. 
Articles 129, 142 (2) and entry 77 of List l of the. Seventh 
Schedule pertain to contempt of. the Supreme Court, while 
article 215 pertains tQ contempt of High Courts. Entry 14 
of List· III of the Seventh Schedule covers contempt of 
courts other than the Supreme Court. . 

3.1. Thequ~stio~ which-.arisei oufof:tbe yarl~wi-consti .. Do~bts.as to 
tutional provisions is as to how far the legislature· is com- legtslauve 
petent to d~a~ .l"ith :the subject of contempt. of courts and :::::t 
a~· to' what are .,the , limitations of the legislature -in this- · · 
matter, ::fhe.question ,iS of . fundamental importance 8S1 
there· are some dicta: . indicating that , in, view of the-. 
constitutional provisions the legislature is not competent 
to define contempt. in so .. far as .the. superior· courts are 
concerned. , 'l;Wo. o! the State Government~Uttar Pradesh; 
and . Mysore-have expressed . views· doubting. the· compe--_l 
tence of Parliament to legislate in respect~f the substantlvt)r 
law~ .of contempt. In. State V •. P~~ma .. )(ant Malviya;•,_1 
Desai J. observed that .contempt- was .. not. defi.D.ed m theJ 
Contempt of Courts Act. 1926, "not because .it was difficult, I 
or not necessary, to define it but because· the legislature:,._ 

.. 1. •Anicl~ lOS(~) and 194(2) whic~ affo~d conipiete imm~ty ~ mem.!' 
be~ of t~e legiSlature 11l respect of anything aaid therein are not being referred-
to 11l thts context. . . . , , 

2. A.I.R: 1954: ~ 523, 529. ; 

13 
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had· n~ power to define it, a court of record having the 
exclus1ve power to define and detennine what amounts to 
contempt." · 

3.2. The doubts in regard to legislative competency 
seem to have arisen mainly by reason of the fact that the 
Constitution has, by articles 129 and 215, expressly declared 
the Supreme Court and High Courts to be Courts of Record 
possessing all the powers,. of such courts including the 

' power to~ punish ·for ·contempt of themselves, while at the 
same· time, enumerating without any qualifications con
tempt of the Supreme· Court in entry 77 of List I and 
contempt of courts other !han the Supreme Court in entry 

·. 14 of List III of the Seventh Schedule. · 
. ~ ,' . 

Cf~truedon 4.1. The crux of the problem, .in our opinionJ lies in the 
~elev:nt · • · construction to be placed on the twenty-thr~e words 
provisions. occutring in' artiCles 129 and 215:-.:. ' . ' . 
reveals 
that 
doubts are 
not well 
founded. 

· "a Court of Record, and shall have .all th~ powers 
·J :·of such a .court' including the power . to punish for 

contempt of itself.". 

During the Constituent Assembly ·debates, in relation to 
·the present article 129, Dr: Ambedkar explained that the 
words "court of record" were used to define the status of 
·the court and as to .the additional words he ·observed 
thus:- ·. · 

"As a matter of fact, once you make a court a 
court of record by statute, the power to punish for 

· contempt necessarily follows from that position. But, 
it was felt that in England this power is largely 
derived from Common law· and as we have no such 
thing as Common law in this' country, we felt it better 
to state the whole position in the statute itsel£."1• ·:· 

, ·The Orissa High Court explained the purport. of these 
words by stat~ng that it has been done in order to put an 
end to· any possible argument regarding the nature of the 
powers of a !figh Court in this respect/' 

· 4.2. In other words, articles 129 and 215 are intended 
. to ensure to the Supreme Court and the High Courts the . 
power to punish for contempt which English courts of 
record possess. The elaborate wording of the article was 
necessitated by reason of the absence of any such thing as 
Common law in our country at any rate in those parts of 
India outside the old presidency towns. Constituent 
Assembly or legislative debates may not be relied on as 
an aid for construction but it is quite legit~te to use 

1. Constituent Assembly debates, Vol. VIII, pp. 378-383 {382). 
z. Bijt1,Ytlfllhtllt.J Patnaik V. Bal'ktwslmaKar, I.L.R. J9S3 Cuttac:k 283, 

293· 
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them as evidence of the circumStances prevailing at the 
time of the passing of a statute. So viewed, the elaborate · 
phraseology of articles 129 and · 215 would reveal itself 
more as the COJlSequence of a practical difficulty in· using 
more concise and less misleading language to describe the 

· powers of the courts rather than as an attempt to freeze 
:for all times to come the substantive law·of contempt. The 
wide and unqualified language of entry 77 of List I and 
entry 14 of List III of the Seventh Schedule shows that the 
Legislature has full power to legislate with respect to 
contempt of court subject only to the · qualification· that 
the Legislature cannot take away the power of the Supreme" 
Court or the High Court to punish for contempt ·or vest 
that power ·in some ·other court~ example, a magistrate's 
court. Further, the provisions of ·article 142 (2) to 1 the 
effect that the Supreme· Court shall have 'alL and evecy 
power' to make any order for the investigation or punish~ 
ment of any contempt of itself,·"subject to the provisions 
of any law made in this behalf by: Parliament" clearly· 
assume that Parliament has full power to legislate in· rela .. • 
tion to contempt of the Supreme Court. In other words; 
even if article 129 were interpreted as 'confening' on the 
Supreme Court the power to punish for contempt· of itself; 
another article, namely, article 142 (2) expressly makes 'all 
and every power' of the court to make any order for the· 
punishment of any such contempt subject to any law made' 
in this behalf by Parliament. Further, legislation in rela ... 
tion to contempt, as contemplated and saved by article· 
19 (2), must necessarily be in relation to the substantive 
law of contempt and such legislation would not be possi-~ 
ble in relation to the Supreme Court and Hig~ Courts if1 
articles 129 and 215 were construed to prohibit it.1 It· 
would, therefore, seem to us to be sufficiently clear that 
having regard to the relevant provisions, Parliament has· 
the power to legislate in relation to the substantive law of • 
contempt of the Supreme Court and High Courts; .In thiS' 
conclusion, we are fortified by the provisions of the Con• 
tempt of Courts Act, 1952, which expanded .the ambit of r 
~he authority of these superior courts and at the same time" 
limited the punishment which.may be awarded by courts·~ 
in contempt cases. Those provisions doubtless pertain to· 
the substantive aspects of the contempt law· and were. 
noticed by the Supreme Court in Sukhdev Singh's case' : 
without any doubts being cast about .their constitutional. 
validity. ·. . . . . . . . 

1. In Bf/OtYIJMnlitl PatMi V. Balkr'UW~d·Kar, I.L.R. 1953 Cutt. 283,, 
(2.93). the or.ssa High ~un came to the conclusion that article 19 does not , 
c;urtail.the nght of the Ht'h Coun to deal with contempt of court. The High 
~urt Ill that case was considering whether there was any existing law c:urta.il
mg that power within the meaning of article 19(2), and it is therefore not clear 
whether the coun would have come to the same conclusion if there was some . 
express provision of Jaw on the sul:>jea, · 

a. 1954 S.C.R. 454· 
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Theory 5. In view of the interpretation we have placed on the 
:a~ of provisions· of_ th~ Constitution ; relating. to ·the. competency 
record has of . .Parliament to~ legislate on contempt matters, it may not 
the sole lie- .. quite• necessary. to ·eonsider the theory. that a court. of 
a}ldexcluM :reoordr;has:·not:·only .the :inherent power to. punish for 
~:d~~~er . eon tempt: ·of itself but 1 has · also the sole and exclusive 
mine what powet to' define and.determiiie what amounts to contempt. 
amounts Inasmuch ,·as· the theory ' has received some amount of 
to contempt judicial.stipport,' it ·becomes necessary· to deal with it.1 In 
untenable. the first place, the expression 'court of record' is not defined 

itt the~Constitution> Its ~onnotation, whatever that may 
be, will neceSsarily have to .be subject to the provisions of 
the Con'stitutiop~·: If,. as pointed out earlier, the provisions 
of: thet •Constitution: lend themselves t.o ·the· interpretation 
that: Parliament· is. ·competent to legislate,• the mere Use· of 
the expreSsion· 'court ·of record' cannot have the ·effect of 
~acting from .that conClusion;: For our. ·present purposes, 
W:ie,·:however; not necessary to go so far; for it is well 
recoghised in English ''law; from which we have derived the 
concept of ~•court of .record', that· aU the powers of a. court 
of-!record including the· power to punish for contempt can 
be· the~ subject•rnatter of legislation ari.d that the right of a 
court· of:'record·td determine what amounts to contempt 
of itself .is ~ubject to .legislative 'provisions to the contrary; 
the' most recent legislation of this type being the Adminis
tration ·of Justice Act, 1960. It may also be mentioned that 
the.English concept of 'court of record' does not preclude 
the· possibility· of the decisions in contempt matters of a 
court of · record being . considered and reverseq, if the 
appel.Iate' court so thinks fit in appea1.2 The theory that a 
court of record is the final judge of what amounts to 
contempt of itself runs counter to . the principle underlying 
the English law of contempt as expounded in Almon's case3, 

viz.;· that' the power "of committing for contempt was the· 
emanation of the Royal authority, for any contempt of the. 
court would be a contempt of the Sovereign". Logically, 
if· a ·superior· court is 'the final arbiter of what amounts to 
contempt· of itself,· that would mean that the Sovereign 
himself· is precluded from determining what' amounts to . 
contempt · of . himself. Looking at the matter from the . 
point ·of, view of the position as it obtains in India, the 
theory would rilean .that there might be as many systems 
of law of contempt in the country as there are High Courts 
plus one, ·for the Supreme Court is also a court of record. 

; ' , ' .,. C • t , ~ • , ' I 

1. See the observations of Desai J, in StateV. Padma Kant MalfJiyacited 
ante, While Desai J. attribute4_ th~ want of a definition of .contempt to the 
lack oflegislative power, Mukerji J. on the other hand thought that the action 
of the legislature in not defining contempt was based on great wisdom.; Zikllf' 
· V. The State, I.L.R. (1952) Nag. 130; citing Brrus Cros~'scase [(1771) 3 Wils, 
K.B.' ~ 88);in aupport. -. . . . I • r • ,. 

··' i. ·See the decision of the Privy Cou1cil in .Ambartl V. Attorn~~Y General 
ftir> Trinidad (1936) A. C. 322; McLeod V, St • .Aubyn, 1899 A. C. 549· Section 
13 of the: Administration of Justice Act, 196o. · 

3· .R:•V, .dlmon, (1765) Wilm. 243, 254· 
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1t might also mean that the pro~ions ~article 141 Of the;-. 
Constitution which provide that the law laid down. by the . 
Supreme Court shall be binding ori all the courts within.; 
the territory of India would be subject to an exception in : 
relation to the law of contempt. It might further mean · 
that the present practice of the Supreme Court of enter
taining appeals in contempt cases under article 136, for 
example, by special leave, is erroneous.1 These are con- · 
elusions which would be rather startling. We are, there-· 
fore, inclined to assert that the theory that the superior. · 
courts are the final arbiters for determining what .amounts 
to contempt is really the result of legislative ·reluctance 
born perhaps of wisdom as stated in some cases to define 
contempt or regulate the law . of contempt. Thus, it is 
clear that, judged by any test, jt is constitutionally per
missible for Parliament to legislate in relation to the 
substantive law of contempt qua the Supreme Court and· 
the High Courts. 

6.1. Having come to the conclusion that Parliament is Limitat!ons 
competent to legislate in relation to contempt, the next on P~rlia.. 
question that arises is as to the limitations, if any, to which :,:r• to 
this power of Parliament is subject. The paramount legislate 
limitation, in our opinion, is that the power of the Supreme re~ contempt 
Court and the High Courts to punish for contempt having 
been recognised in express words, by the articles of the 
Constitution, it cannot be abrogated, nullified or transferred 
to some other body, save by an amendment of the Consti-
tution. As Their Lordships of the Supreme Court observed 
in Sukhdev Singh's case "In any case, so far as contempt 
of a High Court, as distinct from one of a subordinate court, 
the Constitution vests these rights in every High Court. 
So no Act of the Legislature could take away that jurisdic .. 
tion and confer afresh by virtue of its own authority.''2 

6.2. Secondly, the provisions of the Constitution· are 
clearly based on the assumption that there should be an 
effective power in the Supreme Court and each of the High · 
Courts for dealing with cases of contempt. This is no doubt 
based upon the reason that such power is essential for 
sustaining the status and dignity of these courts and for~ 
vindicating the administration of justice. The power of 
Parliament to legi~late in relation to the law of contempt 
of these courts, would, therefore, have to be exercised in 
such a way that the purpose of the constitutional provisions 
is not defeated. In short, Parliament's power to legislate 
as to contempt ought not to be so exercised as to stultify 
the status and dignity of thes& courts. It may regulate 
bona fide the law of contempt for the purpose of removing 

• 1. In Suklulto ~ingh's eas~, ~1954) S.C.R. 454, !1-6o, the Supreme Court 
pomts out that the ~~·vy Councllas.A.mbard't eas1 (~ted ante) did not accept 
!he extreme proposition that every court of record as the sole and exclusive 
JUdge of what amounts to a contempt. 

a, (1954) S.C.R. 454, 463. 
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any undue fetters on the fundamental right of freedom or 
speech.. .But it must stop' far short of impairing the status: 
of the courts or .the sanctity of the administration of justice. 
In our .opinion, the two limitations we have just mentioned 
bring out fully the implications of articles 129 and 215 of 
the Constitution. 

6.3. The third limitation on Parliament's power tO; 
legislate in relation to contempt is that enshrined in 
article 19(2). By virtue of this, legislation in relation t<> 
contempt imposing unreasonable restrictions on the right 
of citizens to freedom of speech and expression will be 
pro tanto unconstitutional. 

Conclusion. 7. Our conclusion, therefore, is that Parliament is. 
competent to legislate in relation to the law of contempt 
subject only to the three limitations we have mentioned 
and there is no basis for the theory that a court of record 
has the sole and exclusive power to define and determine
what amounts to contempt of its authority. 

r : 



CHAPTER IV· 

Definition and Classification. 

In the law of contempt, difficulty and· vagueness start Piffi:~ij! 
at the definition stage itself. Contempt in its root sense :fining 
signifies disrespect to that which is entitled to respect or contemp 1. 

regard, and the expression 'contempt of court' has been "a 
recognised phrase in English law from the 12th century."1 

If administration of justice has to be effective, respect for 
its administration has to be fostered and maintained and 
it is out of rules framed by courts in this behalf that the · 
law of contempt has grown. :From rudimentary rules 
devised for the limited purpose of securing obedience to 
the orders of courts, there evolved in the course of time 
elaborate and far-reaching doctrines and extraordinary 
procedures. Right till the present century, these doctrines. 
and procedures were never subjected to legislative scrutiny 
with the result. that the law of contempt had, as it were,. 
a wild growth. Each new precedent was not declaratory 
but creative of the law. Each new type of attack on th~ 
administration of justice received a corresponding elabora-i 
tion or extensiop. of the contempt law. As Craies has said,. 
"the ingenuity of the Judges and of those- who are con-
cerned to defeat or defy justice has rendered contempt 
almost protean in its character."2 And even now, it may· 
well be said the categories of contempt are not closed.• 
The result is that there are contempts and contempts,. 
contempts ranging from mere disobedience to orders of th& 
court and involving only a wrong of a private nature as: 
between the parties to a suit at one end and contempts; 
involving physical violence or large-scale blackmail or 
mudslinging by means of publication• on the Judge at the-' 

1. Fox, History of Contempt of Court, 1927, p. J:, 

:a. Cited in Goodhart; Newspapers and Contempt of Court, 48 Harv. Law 
Rev. 88S (886). , , 

3. For example, see Pratap Singh V. Gurbaksla Smgh, Cr. Appeal Nos' ; 
128 and 129 of 1959 where the Supreme Court by a majority held that a dis; 
ciplinary proceeding instituted while a case is pending under the authority · 
of an executive instruction (as distinguished from a condition of service) whichr 
required- a Government servant to exhaust all his executive remedies before 
resorting to a court of law would amount to contempt of court. ·. . 

4- In the words of Blackstone, "Some of these contempts may arise io 
the face of the court ; .as ~y rude and contumelious behaviour; by obstinacy; 
preverseness or p~var1cauon; by breach of the peace or any wilful disturbance 
whatever; others 1n the absence of the party; as by disobeying or treating with 
disrespe<;:t the king'• writ or the rules or ~rocess o~ the cour9 by p~verting 
such wr1~ or proce_s~ to the purposes of prtvate maboe, ~xtoltlon or mjustice; 
~1 ~~g o,r wnung .co~temptuously of the court, or Judges acting in their 
Judicial capiClty; by prmung false accounts (or even true ones without proper 
permission) of causea then pending in judgment and by anything, in short, 
that demonstrates a gross want of that regard and respecr which, when once 
courts of justice are deprived of, their authority (so necessary for the good 
order o~ the kinfdom) ia entirely lost among the people, (Blackstone's com-
menranes VoL V, p. 285). . . 
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other end. In view of the ltaphazard development inherent 
in the process of development of. law by judicial precedents, 
it is not possible to attempt neat and clear-cut classifications 
of the various branches of' the law of contempt and, in 
view of the possibility of new types of contempt arising 
in future, it is · not possible to demarcate the area of 
operation of the law of contempt.- It is for these reasons 
that judges and jurists have not succeeded in formulating 
a comprehensive and complete definition of the concept 
of contempt of courts. The Shawcross Committee 
observed: "Not the least of the difficulties in this field 
(definition) is that· contempt, being a growth of the 
common law, has no authoritative definition or limitation 
: . . . . . it can be defined in the most general terms."l In 
the words of one of our own Judges/' "It is indeed difficult 
and almost impossible to frame a comprehensive and 
complete definition of contempt of court. The law of 
contempt covers the whole field o~ litigation itself. The 
real ·end of a judicial proceeding, civil or criminal, is to, 
ascertain the true facts and dispense justice ..... · .. Anything 
that tends to ctirtail or impair the freedom of the limbs of 
the judicial proceeding must· of necessity result in hamper
ing the due administration of law and in interfering with 
the course of. justice.". 

2.1. The expression "contempt of court" does not appear 
to· have -been defined by statute in any Anglo-American 
jurisdiction.~ _Contempts are stated broadly to fall into two 
groups, vii., Civil contempts and criminal contempts. In 
considering the law relating to criminal contempts Lord 
Hardwicke's. traditional definition is generally referred to, 
although·· by no means exhaustive. Lord Hardwicke 
observed : . "There are 3 diffet:ent sorts of con tempts. One 
kind of contempt is scandalising the court itself. There. 
may·be·likewise·a contempfof thi~ court in abusing parties 
who are concerned in causes here. There may also he a 
contempt of this court in prejudicing mankind against 
persons before the cause is heard.''8 In the Contempts of 
Court Bill, 1883, Lord Selbourne suggested the following · 
classification:~ · 

· .".(1) Contempts of the court itself, not consisting · 
of any disobedience to its orders;· . 

(i) by strangers; (ii) 'by parties. · · · · 
' (a) ·in the face of the court; punishable by fine . 

and by imprisonment by a court. of record, inferior 
as well as superior; · ' _,.. 

(b) outside the court, punishable by. fine and 
imprisonmeqt .by superior courts of record only; 

, 1., Sbawcross Committee Report, p. 4· 
;.·:z .. Niyogi J. in Tefhara Cotton Ginning Co. Ltd. V .Kashino~ll, U .. R. 1940 

Nag. 69 at pp. 71, 72. · · 
3· Re Read and Huggoaso~ {!742) 2 Atk 469 (47o-471). 
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(2) disobedience to the orders of the eourt; eon .. 
fined to parties, punishable by imprisonment and not 
by a fine.'' 

Broadly speaking, the classification follows the method of· 
dividing contempt into criminal and civil contempts. The 
Shawcross Committee adopted the same classification on 
the grounds of convenience.1 Broadly speaking, civil 
eontempts are contempts which involve a private injury 
occasioned by disobedience to the judgment, order or other 
process of the court. On the other hand, criminal con· 
tempts are right from their inception in the nature of 
offences. In Legal Remembrancer V. ~atilal Ghose,1 

Mukerji J. observed thus: "A criminal contempt is ::onduct 
that is directed against the dignity and authority of the 
court. A civil contempt is failure to do something ordered 
to be done by a court in a civil action for the benefit of the 
opposing party therein. Consequently, in the case of a civil 
contempt, the proceeding for its punishment is at the 
instance of the party interested and is civil in its character; 
in the case of a criminal contempt, the proceeding is for
punishment of an act committed against the majesty of the 
law, and, as the primary purpose of the punishment is the 
vindication of the public authority, the proceedings conform 
as nearly as possible to proceedings in criminal cases. It 
is conceivable that the dividing line between the acts 
constituting criminal and those constituting civil contempts 
may become· indistinct in those cases where the two 
gradually merge in~o each other." 

2.2. Notwithstanding. the existence of a bro~d distinction 
between civil and criminal contempts, a large number of 
cases has shown that the dividing line between the two is 
almost imperceptible. · For instance, in Dulal Chandra V~ 
Sukumar,8 the following observations occur:-

"The line betw·een civil and crimiltal· contempt c,an 
be broad as well as thin. Where the contempt consists 
in mere failure to comply with or carey out an order 
of a court made for the benefit of a private party, it is 
plainly civil contempt and it has been said that when 
the party, in whose interest the order was made, moves 
the court for action to be taken in contempt against the 
contemner with a view to an enforcement of his right, 
the proceeding is only a form of execution. In such a 
case, there is no criminality in the disobedience, and 
the contempt, such as it is, is not criminal. If, however, 
the contemner adds defiance of the court to disobedience 
of the order and conducts hims~lf in a manner which 
amounts to obstruction or interference with the course 
of j~tice, the contempt committed by him is of a mixed 

1. Shawc:ross Committee Report, p. 4· 
:a. I.L.R. 41 Cal. 173. (252). 
· 3• A.I.R. t9S8 Cal. 474, (476, 477). 
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·character,· partaking as between ·him and his opponent 
of the nature of a civil contempt and as between him 
and the court or the State, of the nature of a criminal 
contempt. In cases of this tn>e, no clear distinction 
between civil and criminal contempt can be drawn and 
.the contempt committed cannot be broadly classed as 
either civil or criminal contempt. . . . . . To put the 
matter in other words, a contempt is merely a civil 
wrong where there has been disobedience of an order 
·made for the benefit of a particular party, but where 
it has consisted in setting the authority of the courts 
at nought and has had a tendency to invade the efficacy 
of the machinery maintained by the State for the 
administration of justice, it is a public wrong and 
consequently criminal in nature." 

2.3 .. In other words, the question whether a contempt is 
civil or criminal is not to be judged with reference to the 
.penalty which may be inflicted but with reference to the 
cause for which the penalty has been inflicted. Even with 
-regard to the broad details of the distinction between civil 
and criminal contempts, one cannot claim any degree of 
finality if the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United 
States of America are to be a guide. For instance, in the 
United Mine Workers' case1 the court held that the same 
~onduct may amount to both civil and criminal contempt, 
and the same acts may justify a court in resorting to 
coercive and punitive measures which may be imposed in 
a single proceeding. In spite of the difficulties present in 
formulating a clear-cut distinction between civil and 
criminal contempts we may observe that in so far clS civil 
contempts pure and simple are concerned they do not 
attract any considerations affecti:r;tg the fundamental right 
of freedom of speech. It is ob~ioius that courts should be 
clothed with adequate powers to enforce their orders, and 
the statutory provisions for the purpose (including appeals) 
now to be found in the existing law of procedure (the Code 
of Civil Procedure,· 1908) do not appear to call for any 
det~iled examination. The law relating to civil contempt 
ought to be essentially of a non-controversial character 
and no problems have been posed before tis giving rise to 
any controversy. In the circumstances we proceed to con· 
sider whether, in place of a comprehensive definition of 

. contempt of court, it is sufficient, were it possible to do so, 
to define criminal contempt as that is the subject on which 
controversies have been raging so far. 
. 3.1. In the Contempt of Courts Bill which ultimately 
became the Contempt of Courts Act, 1926, the definition ran 
~hus:-

"Whoever, by words either spoken or written or by 
. signs or by visible. representation or otherwise, inter· 

feres with or obstructs or attempts to interfere wit1l 

I, 330 U.S. zs8 (1947)-a case involving a labour dispute with far reach-
ing consequmces. · 
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'Or obstruct the administration of justice in, Of brings 
·or attempts to bring into contempt, or lowers or 
attempts to lower the authority of, a court ........••• 
is said to c~mmit contempt of court." 

"This definition was, however, deleted by the Select Com
mittee which considered the Bill One of the members .of 
. the Select Committee, the late Sir Hari Singh Gour, 
:strongly advocated the need fcir defining the expression on 
'the ground that courts may, Without a definition, at times, 
·violate the principle that the "object of the dis
·<:ipline enforced by the court in cases of contempt 
·of court is not to vindicate the dignity of the court 
·()r the person o( the judge but to prevent undue 
:interference with the administration of justice". He point
·ed out that the assumption of the Select Committee in 
• deleting the definition, namely that the case-law on. the 
·subject will form an adequate guide, is open to question. 
:For, "in order to afford such guide, the courts will have to 
:roam over a vast mass of case-law and thus act under the 
.uncertainty of the meaning of contempt of court which it 
:is for the public to understand in order that they may 
know what to avoid and how to avoid it and for the judges 
to administer it, within the limits of the law". On the 
·other hand, in the debates on the Bill, several members 
:spoke about the futility of defining satisfactorily the 
•expression 'contempt' and one member went to the extent. 
"'f remarking that the only country which has a definition 
..of the word is China and that our law-givers in India have 
wisely decided not to follow ihat celestial empire.· Pandit 
Motilal Nehru characterised. the attempt to define the 
term 'contempt of court' as 'an attempt to achieve the 
·impossible'. Pandit Motilal Nehru, N. C. Kelkar and 
"Rangaswamy Iyengar strongly urged the view that the 
·power to punish for contempt should be confined· only to 
·the three presidency High Courts and that it should not be 
·extended further as the whole aaw of contempt of court, 
·in so far as it was not covered by the ordinary criminal 
'law, was based on a legal fiction. Incidentally, they alsq 
·favoured acceptance of an apology before conviction and 
:aentence. 

· 3.2. Notwithstanding the wisdom of our earlier legis
~lators in refraining from incorporating a definition in our 
law, at one stage of our deliberations we were inclined to 
consider favourable a definition ·of criminal contempt 
..somewhat on the following lines:- . : 

"Whoever by words, either spoken or written or 
.by signs, or by visible representation, or otherwise:- . 

(a) interferes or attempts to interfere with. 
or obstructs or attempts to obstruct,'the adminis-
tration of justice; or · 



(b) seandalises or attempts to scandalise, or
lowers or attempts to lower the authority of, a 
court of justice; or 

(c) publishes or makes false or misleading 
reports of, or comments on, pending proceedings. 
or any stage thereof; 

is said to commit conte:ffipt of court.'~ 

In support of such a definitiQn we addressed to ourselves; 
the following arguments. As contempt of court savours. 
of a criminal offence it is highly desirable to state in clear 
terms the ingredients of such an offence if it were possible
. to do so. Not only that, the jusrisdiction to punish for-
contempt affects and abridges two of the most valu.able
fundamental rights, namely, the right to personal liberty 
and the right to freedom of speech and expression and it: 
is both necessary and proper that the offence should be
clearly defined. The absence of a definition has debarred. 
'persons from expressing themselves fully either on matters: 
·requiring judicial or legislative reform. Even if the defi
nition happens to be in broad terms, it could very well 
act as a guide for the public and the courts. While giving· 
some indication as to what are the common heads of con-

. tempt, it may a1so serve to· demarcate to the public at least 
·certain areas within which they can act without the fear 
·of being hauled up for contempt. For it may be suggested· 
that most of the common contempts in our country are
born out of ignorance and a definition may serve to remove
that ignorance! 

; 3.3. On the other' hand, we can easily anticipate the· 
criticisms against such a general ~efinition. As a definition. 

:it is too vague and general for the purpose intended. It: 
does not demarcate or delimit with any degree of precision 
the scope. of what is defined. It only seeks to repeat the
statements· made so often in the voluminous case-law on 
,the;.subject and will neither arrest the 'wild growth' as· 
alleged in the law of contempt nor the creation of neW" 
types of · contempts. A definition might have been called' 
for if it were possible to e1iminate any specific category of 
cases from· the concept of contempt, but at the outset we· 
wish to observe that we would certainly not favour a defi ... 
nition which may have the effect of placing· undue fetters 
ori the cow-ts thereby rendering them · powerless to deal 

· with great evils threatening or likely to threaten the ad-: 
ministration of justice. We cannot afford to embolden\ 
the licentious to trample upon or overthrow an institutio~ 
which has all along been regarded as the best guardian of 
civil liberties. If judges "should be libelled by traducers. 
so that people lost faith in them, the whole administration: --------------· 

· 1. Compare the definitions in the Mysore Conrempt of Courts R.egu· 
brion, 1930 and the Indore Contempt of Courts .Regulation, 193o-the latter 
of which is neither accurate nor exhausti\e. 
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'Of justice would suffer''.1 With this warning before us we 
"Considered whether it would be possible to delimit the 
-eoncept of contempt by excluding therefrom any specified 
-categories. for in such a contingency a definition in modi· 
Jication of the existing law would be fully justified. · , 

3.4. For instance, contempt by scandalising the court is 
'()ne of the most eontJ"oversial branches of the law relating 
·to contempt and for various reasons this branch of the law 
'has proved to be the most vulnerable to criticism. In Me 

· Leod V. St. Au.byn,2 Lord Morris observed that committal 
·for contempt by scandalising the coW't itself has become 
<Obsolete in England because courts are satisfied to leave 
·to public opinion attcks or comments derogatory or scandal
'()US to them. If that were so, this head of contempt could . 
well have been omitted from the law. But in the very 
.next year a rather atrocious type of a scandalising attack 
-came up before the Queen's Bench.8 In Devi Prasad V . 
. Emperor' it was . again observed that ca~es of contempt 
-which consist of scandalising the court itself have become 
-definitely rare, but the .offence had not become obsolete. 
ln our country, a considerable percentage of the cases of 
-contempt which have come up CU1 appeal before our 
:Supreme Court during the last decade are ~all cases of 
scandalising the court. In the words of Mukherjea J.1 the 
~'scandalising might manifest itself in various ways but in. 
:aubstance it is an attack on individual Judges or the 
-court as a whole with. or without reference to. particular 
--cases casting unwarranted and defamatory aspersions upon 
·the character and ability of the Judges.· Such conduct 
.is punished as contempt for ·this reason that it tends to · 
-create distrust in the popular mind and impair the conft ... 
-dence of people in the court which are of prime importance 
to the litigants in the protection of their rights and liber
-ties. An idea of the manifold ways in which scandalising 
1he court may manifest itself can be obtained from the 
judgment of Jagannadha Das ,C.J., as he then was, ln State 
V. Editors and Publishers of Eastern Times' in which th~ 
learned O.J. considered in a comprehensive manner the 
-case-law,on the subject and summarised practically all the 
important cases. . • t 

' 
3.5. A matter to be taken into account in considering 

·the law relating to contempt by scandalising is the need for 
-drawing a .clear~ut distinction between comment or cri
ticism affecting judges in their representative capacitf on 

r. Denning : The Road to Justice, (1955), p. 73· 
2. {1899) A.C. S49-(S6I), 

3· Reg, V. Gray (1900) 2, Q.B. 36, 
.if, Lord Atkin in 70 I.A. :n6 (22.3). 
s. Brahlfla Prakash SitartruJ V. Stat• of UttM Pradtsli, 1953 S.C.R.. 

1169, 1177, 

6. I.L.R. 1952 Cutt. 1. 
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the one hand .and those affecting them in their personan 
·capacity. Personal attacks against the Judges should be· 
·susceptible to punishment in the same way as attacks upon" 
·any other individual. But there would hardly be any
justification for treating such attacks · as standing on .at_ 
higher footing than attacks against ordinary individuals .. 
Redress in respect of such attacks bas necessarily to be· 
left to the general law of defamation. This position viz., .. 
that mere personal attacks on Judges will not amount to· 

·contempt is so well established by a long lhie of decisions~ 
'that it is hardly necessary to re-state it· in so many wordsh 
If it is feared that there may still be cases where a judicial 
personage is galled by public criticism·-against himself to• 
such a degree that he is· led to mistake the criticism as: 
directed against the administration of justice, and instead 
.of pursuing the remedies available to him as an individual' 
he may resort to his powers to punish for contempt, the.· 
answer is that such cases would be exceptional and the· 
. remedy· therefor should be found elsewhere rather than! 
in a definition. 

3.6. ln · the United States of America, in balancing the· 
rights of freedom of speech and the interests involved int 
the administration of justice, the Q.octrine 'of clear and~ 
·present danger1 has been applied in the sphere of contempt 
also.= This has resulted in disablement of trial Judges: 
from dealing with interferences by the press with the trial~ 
process. In a highly publicised trial it is not uncommon tG
:find in that · ·· country prejudicial influences outside the
court room being brought to bear on the jury with such! 

·force 'that the conclusion is inescapable that these defen
dants were pre-judged as guilty and the trial was but a 
legal gesture. to register a verdict already dictated by the· 
·press and the public opinion which it 'generated.8 We·· 
would certainly not favour the ·tip.troduction' of any such 
doctrine into India in modification of the existing law or 
contempt; for, although our trials are mostly without the-
aid of jury, witnesses may more easily be influenced here· 
than in the United Kingdom or perhaps America, and• 
writings, in the press may _have the effect of deterring~ 

'them from giving evidence which in the interests of justice· 
should be given.4 • 

Conclusion. ' 4. ·In the ·end we feel that it is not desirable in the· 
interests of proper administration of justice that any modi·· 
:fication should be made in the general concept of' contempt: 

----------------------------------1. Charles]. Schenck v~ U .. S.A. 249 U.S. 47· 
2. Harry Bridge$ V. State of Calijt.m1ia, 314 U.S. 252. 
3. S.heppard V. Florida, 341 U.S. so, SLi See also X96I Modern Law· 

Review, 248, where it is observed-"There is much dissatisfr.ction in the 
United States with existing efforts to resolve the cortlict between a fxee press 
and an impartial trial. Prejudicial publicity constitutes a serk us threat to 
an accused's rith~ to an impartial ju1y trial." 

4· See the observations of Stephen J, in Legal Remembrancer V. MatilaL 
Ghose, I.L.R. 41 Cal. 173 at p. 232. 
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as now well-understood. Contempt cannot be defined 
except by enumerating the heads under which it may be 
classified-h'eads which can never be exhaustive-and a 
definition merely incorporating such heads under which 
criminal contempt, or even contempt as a whole is gene
rally classified, would be useless as a definition •and is 
totally" unnecessary. An. inclusive definition would be 
wholly unsatisfactory. Anything more precise is impossi
ble. On the other hand', this does not mean that the law 
of contempt is not in need of reform and in the succeeding 
Chapters we proceed to consider under suitable heads in 
what respects the law relating to contempt may be 
usefully amended. 
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CHAPTER V 

Contempt in relation to pending proceedings. 

1.1. The proposition that a court or parties to a legal 
proceeding and their witnesses should not be subjected to 
any undue influence, intimidation, coercion or any other 
.kind of pressure from extraneous sources does not admit 
qf any dispute. In this context it may be observed that the 
printed word produces a far larger impression in the pub
lic mind than the spoken word and it is of the utmost 
importance that nothing is published in the press which is 
calculated. or has a tendency to interfere with the free and 
fair administration of justice. The fear that witnesses 
may be influenced by what is said in the press is perhaps 
present in a greater degree in India than in a few other 
western countries. Any restriction imposed on the publi
cation of comments on a matter pending in a court which 
is likely to interfere with the course of justice, would 
necessarily .be in the public interest and would be a reason-

. abie restriction on the right of freedom of speech and 
expression guaranteed by article 19 of the Constitution. 

1.2. Administration of justice .by an impartial and inde
pendent judiciary is the basis of our system of jurispru
dence and indeed the jurisprudence of aU civilised 

· countries. The method of ~dministering justice prevalent 
in our courts is that the conclusion to be reached in a case 
will be induced only by: the evidence and arguments 
·advanced in open cq_urt and not by outside influence. 
whether in the course of a private talk or through the 
press.1 As observed by an American Judge/"- · 

. ~ 

"If men, 'including judges and journalists were 
angels, there woul4 be no 'problems of contempt of 
court. Angelic Judges would be undisturbed by 
extraneous influences and angelic journalists would 
not seek to influence them. The power to punish for 
contempt, as a means of safeguarding judges in decid
ing on behalf of the community as impartially as is 
given to the lot of men to decide, is not a privilege 
accorded to· Judges. The power t.o punish for contempt 
of court is a safeguard not for judges as persons but 
for the function which they exercise. It is a condition 
of that function indispensable for a free society that 
in a particular controversy pending before a court and 

I. cr. the observations of Agarwal& J, in Lakhan Singh v. Balbir Singh 
A.I.R. 1953 AU. 341, 343· · 
Jot :a. Frankfurter J, in Penn•kamp V. Florida, (1946) go D. Ed. 1295 at 
p.~1313. 



• awaiting 'judgment, human beings, :however: ~trori~, 
· should not be torn from their moorings of impartiality 
by the undertow. of extraneous influence."·'· ·: · ·' :;· •:•:..:-: 

•• • •• • •• : j ·:~· : • •• ;:. .~u.t 7i ~1.~dJ 1Lc.i·.;rJ 

. 1.3: rt has long been recogniSed' both''iti1Eng1and 1a~d· 
India that trial sho~ld be QJ' the J court alom( ~md that.'the 
life, liberty, reputation and property of the subject shoul~ 
not be unjustly imperilled by the so-called · · ''trial··' 'by 
newspapers". As pointed out by Lord Denning\ the so
called trial · by newspaper~ . consisting .. of .. independent 
investigation by newspapers and the publication: .of evidence 
inadmissible in a court, of law. and . comments, :relating to 
pending trials is the· most striking abuse in some< countries 
abroad of the freedom of the press. The. basis for. the view 
that trial by , newspapers, , when a: ·,triaL by• 10ne:.o:i the 
regular, tribunals, of the country is going Oh;)~~must be 
prevented is that such action on the: part,.of.a·:newspaper 
tends to interfere with the course of justice whether the 
inv~stif~tion tends ·.to ,prejudic~ the .. ac~4~e~Ar, tp,e prose-
~ut10n, ,~, 1 , ..•. , ., ; ~.· •.• :. ; _ .. (. ~11 , "-'~''··r~•r'!. ') 
• ·•· "., • '· . ; • .r;:• J,' · 1 'J•l ·•!J. ·; hr1:;1)1 ki ~ 'l:J . 

.. 2.1. ·Having made these gener~l, obse~at•ons, ,yrr,~ 1 ipass I~plica-
on to co.n~id~r \their applic.'iti<?n)n, actua,l. pJa~~ic~. ~ n I'<) ~~~~ ~!~~e 

• • , ; 1. ·, . ·. • • •. I .-, : 1: :.:.;! l1 r 1 '1•j;''l r,rij Siderationsl 
2.2. In a vast country J.ike India, questions ~f public. and in practice, 

general importance, be they socia~. ec~mpmic or political, in India. 
may become the subject-matter of. discussion. and dispute 
all over the country. The public press. is generally the 
medium through which questions relating to refprm of the 
law or society or the !idministration o( justic(or: vroqle~ 
connected with ·a pending ~egislation ·are. raised •. · 'At.' .th~ 
same time such questions may well form the·subject-mattet 
of litigation in law· courts in some corner. of the countty' ot 
the other .. In a democracy where the party' system pre~ 
vails the law of contempt should. not 'be so strained. a~ to' 
materially affect the freedom of ,speech~ In this connectidxi. 
courts have been . called. 1J.pon, . particular.ly . . in cases, ;o~ 
alleged defamation, to reconcile~ the. right of. free speech; 
and the public advantage that a knave should be exposed; 
and the right of an individual suitor I to have ~is case fairly; • 
tried; and this they have done by.' refusing an· ,unlimited 
extension of either right.• · · · · · · I · • • '· • • '"· ,; 

2.3. We realise that were the ~aw to s,ay, as it seems- to 
do, that every publication of an article which is likely tor. 

'1' '. ,, .. 

·---~· 
l. Denning : Road to Justice, 1955, pp. 67, 68.·: ·' ' ' · · · 
2. Saibal Kumar Gupra v. B.K. S.tn, I96I s.c:A.. 692,703. I 

3: In the Soviet Union, it would appear that contempt of t:Ourt a's· ~der.t 
stood tn English and Indian law and in certain other similar systems, is unknown. 
There are, however, a few provisions in the Procedunll Criminal Code dealing 
with. ~isturbance of ~rder in courts or failure to obey .the instructiolls l,)f the 
prcs•dmg officer durtng proceedings in a court room. l 

4· For example, R.V. Blumenfeld, (1912), T.L.R. 308; State V. editor1 
d/ Matrubhumi andKushak, A.I.R. 1954 Orissa 149· · .. ·•I : ll ': ., 
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prejudice the fair trial of any proceeding which might be 
pending in some court or the other in any part of the vast 
sub-continent of India would amount to contempt, the cri
ticism that it imposes an extremely unreasonable restric
tion on the freedom of speech and expression would be 
fully justified. In fact, the inequity of such a proposition 
of law ;Was realised in an Allahabad case1 where the 
following remarks occur:-

".. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . a speech made in a remote and 
and unknown corner of India in the Madras State or 
in a college class on economics on the subject of zamin-

. dari.might make the speaker guilty of contempt of 
court in U.P. or any .other State if it was found that a 
case involving the ultra vires nature of the abolition 
of the Zamindari Act was pending in some court of 
U.P. or in other State in India. 

To expect that every citizen of India should make 
comments on such matters at the risk of being hauled 
up and found guilty of contempt and sentenced there
under if per chance it is found that some case is going 
on in some Court of law in a big country like India on 
the merits of which the subject-matter of his writing 
or speech might have a bearing or reflection might be 
considered to mean an unreasonable restriction on the 

. : fll:lldamental right of freedom of speech." 

There is considerable force in these observations. A law 
which requires a person anywhere in India to be aware of 
what is going tm in all t_he courts in the country or which 
requires a person before he makes a statement to launch 
upon an inquiry as to whether any case with respect to 
the ''Subject-matter of his c.omment is pending in any court 
fn India would completely stifle his right to freedom of 
speech. Further, where a particular question has assumed 
general importl!nce or has become a matter of public con
cern, a citizen might consider it not only his right but also 
his duty to express himself in a hypothetical fashion on 
the . respective merits of the general controversy and of 
other matters connected therewith. 

2.4. In E. V. R(Lmaswami V. Jawaharlal Nehru,2 during 
the pendency of a case relating to certain objectionable 
speeches made by the accused, the respondent, who is the 
Prime Minister of India, made a public speech in the city 
where the accused was being tried in which he condemned 
in strong terms the agitation launched by members of the 

1. Rajendra Kumar Garg V. Sh:ifiq Al1mad Azad, A.I.R.1957 All. 37, 
.p. 

2. A.l.R. 1958, Mad. ssS. 
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party to which the accused belonged, and it was contended 
that the respondent was guilty of contempt of court. The 
court held that knowledge of the pendency of the proceed· 
ings in court is an essential prerequisite for holding a 
person guilty of contempt and no man can be presumed to 
be aware of proceedings in court to which he is not a party. 

3.1. In these circumstances, to say that want of know- Want of 
ledge of a pending proceeding would not exonerate a per- knowledge 
son from contempt in respect of a publication which has a as a defence. 
tendency or which is likely to interfere with the course of 
justice as has been suggested in State V. Bishwanath 
Mahapatra1 or Smt. Padmavati Devi V. R. K. Karan;ia1 

would, in our opinion, be an unreasonable restriction on 
the right of freedom of speech and expression. 

3.2. There is also a passing observation in the decision 
of the Supreme Court in Saibal Kwmar Gupta V. B. K. Sen• 
that if the conduct of a particular party amounts to con
tempt of court usually lack of knowledge of pending pro
ceedings may not be available to him by way of defence. 

3.3. We have not recommended a definition of the 
expression 'contempt of court' not · only because of the 
futility of an imprecise definition but alSo because in the: 
public interest there should be sufficient elasticity in the 
application of this concept so as to safeguard the fair and 
free administration of justice. Looked at from this point 
of view we would not like to recommend any· change in 
the law so as to make the intention or the good faith of an 
alleged contemner material in the disposal of a charge of 
contempt against him. In considering whether a person 
is guilty of contempt it is not his intention which is really 
material but the effect of the publication on the course of 
justice. We may also observe in passing that in such cases 
the intention of the writer may not always b~ innocent. 
But so far as knowledge of pending proceedings is concern
ed, we think that a change in the law is called for. In our 
opinion, want of knowledge of a pending proceeding should 
afford a complete defence to a person accused of contempt ' 
of court. This should, however, be made subject to certain 
qualifications. As it would be easier and mpre convenient 
for the accused rather than for the prosecution to prove 
want of knowledge,.~he burden of proving this fact should 
be placed on the defence. There must be evidence to show 
that the accused. had acted as a man of ordinary prudence, 
that is to say, that at the time of publication he should be 
able to prove that he had no reasonable grounds for believ
ing that any proceedings were pending. In this respect 
we are in c?mplete agreement with the change in the law 

1. I. L lt 19SS, Cutt. 323. 
:a. A. I. lt 1963, Madh. Pra. 61. 

(1961) S.C.A. 69:a, 703/ 
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madet in. the U.K. by ·SUb-section (1) .of section 11 of· the , 
Administration. of Justic Act;. 1960, and we recommend its 
adoption subject to certain verbal changes ... 

I o 

r, '' 'f; r I ( Cf 'f• J ., :. : ·,• I '.. I ... '. 

Meaning of r:t4I~A·.p~oceeding is said.to be pending until all its stages, 
pending i~luding ;appea.Js, an~· over,· and where· no appeal is filed l 

proceeding. unti.l the period of limitation for such appeal has expired. 
·:<;A~.thei same time it may also be made clear that where a 
·,;case p~s reached the stage of execution it shall no longer be 
~:~~Pie~ ito.: be _pending and we: recommend accordingly •. 



CHAPTEB.VI 

Contempt in relation to imminent proceedings.! L t 
I . ~ I ' ) ' • I _: ' ' I • I I I' I 1_1 • l ) (I ; : t :. ,, ) ~! 

1.1. Prima facie, to extend the rule for· the punishment Ju~t.ifi-
of contempt to cases which are· only imminent .~ould'·be :~~~~0!r 
to unduly hamper the freedom of speech of the c1bzen and contempt 
courts owe a ~uty to the public that ·fundamental rights in relation 
are not encroached upon by the courts themselves.l· r .As to ~ent 
stated in the previous Chapter, cases may • often. arise in proces:dtngs. 
which a knave has to be exposed or the conduct of public 
men criticised, and the law of. contempt should inot' be 
allowed to operate in such a manner as to stifle: ~illegitimate 
criticism.2 Again, it may be that· in ·respect of ·an ·offence 
arrests are being delayed or investigations are proceeding 
about which the public are unaware or after ;arrest it· has 
been decided to drop all : further . proceedings.: A , whole 
host of other similar ci:rcumstance$ can easily .. be imagined, 
At the same time the offence or)ts. political implications 
or· the circumstances connected with its investigation n1ay 
be of such a nature as to greatly. agitate the: public mind,' 
The aftermath of a riot or an agitation thay well. be the 
initiation of proceedings against the1 rjng, ~ea~ers,

1

,:.Poes 
that mean that .the public . shouid.' remain' ·silent,. in 

1 
the 

meantime? There· may. be: matter~. of. publiq Ullpqrtap.~e 
like ·a general strike,· A.;railway,.accident and,,so on, neceS:: 
sitating a public :inquiry .of a.generat11ature .. :w~U~' att;be 
same, time legal .proceedings .in r~lation,.to. som~ i aspect ot 
the matter are under contemplation. OJ:: ,are 1imriitnent.;:Jn, 
respect of ordinary. civUmatters".there appear~ to.be.~ven 
less justification· for. the. extension of. ,the. rule' .relating. to. 
imminent proceedings becaus~ rio.· one pthe~. than a party 
to the . proceedings is seldom .li,kely . to., be· aware ,.ot th~ 
imminence of any such proceeding. · · ' ' 1 '· · · • ·· • • l 

' • . ',f! (' ·. ~. !'lr; •q •,·m· 1rro::J rr.r. fil .?. { 
1.2. The reason tor ·extending· punishment: to imminent., 

proceedings has been· the fear· expressed b:r, :WiJ.Is; J .. thafJ 
"it is possible· very • effectually to·. poiso11; the· fountain of' 
justice before it begins to fl. ow; · · It is not possible tn· ;do so i 
when the ·stream has ceased.''1 ,:,The .same .. ,Judge··lhasr 
observed that .such; acts :are·c·punished; ''becaus•r theirt 
tendency I and SOme timeiJ . their .. Object' ,fS: 'tO• rdeptiVe'; the) 
court of· the power. i~ .1 •• r·to; administer dtistiee ~duly~) 

... J , ' •.. i'rl'' rn ·r·t,.j;,_·q;~ Ir·q du•i }f LuR 

· ,·I.· Sankarcmaraya~a· ·p""icker ~v .. ·u,;,romana,'i.t.R~ t9~i, ~ iceiJ.f 
198,.(:w3) •. , ,.r ·:·· r·•r '·.i 1.,,1 l ~· , .. ,, 1i .'n'·'~'·t·lrlT •::"·~;t,;:•.r.rn 

2. The State V. Editors etc. of MatrUbhumi andKrwhak,A.I.R. 1954 
Orissa 149, 159; Dwarka Prasad Agarfllal V. Krishna Charulra, A.I.R.1953, 
AlL 6oo. ; - r 1 .. •1· ·. ,. · .. • 

3. Rtt1t V. Pa~e, (1903) 2 K.B. 432(438). · 
! !.' 
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impartially and with reference solely to the facts judicially 
brought before it. Their tendency is to reduce the courts 
• . • . . . to impotence, so far as effectual elimination of 
prejudice and pre-possession is concerned."l 

1.3. Ours is a vast country.· When, ~s stated before, 
people in one part of the country are not likely to be aware 
of ··proceedings pending in another part of the ('Ountry, 

· much less would they be in a position to know of proceed
ings. which. are only imminent. Our trials are held by 
trained men. and mostly without the aid ,of jury and 
ordinarily such persons are not likely to be influenced by 
what. is. stated' outside the court. Our procedure for the 
investigation of offences is such that it is difficult to say at 
what point of time a case may be said to be imminent. The 
difficult~ is. all the greater in respect of civil cases. It is 
fo!" these, reasons that our courts in some of the earlier 
decisions doubted the wisdom of extending the rule relating 
to. imminent proceedings to Indian conditions.2 

1.4., We have given very anxious consideration to this 
question.. A free . press and an independent judiciary are 
absolutely necessar.y in a free society. Freedom of the 
press, .. however, is not. an end in itself but a means to an 
end .. an4 , the· scope and nature of the constitutional pro
tection of ft:eedom of speech should be viewed in this light. 
The, independence of the. judiciary .is no less a means to an 
end)n.' a free. society and the proper functioning of an 
independent judiciary puts the freedom of the press in its 
propet, perspective. A judiciary cannot function properly 
if. what the press does is. calculated to disturb the judicial 
jucJgment in its duty and capacity to act solely on the basis 
of. what is put before it. . The only attraction to those who 
t~e .. to the profession of journ1:1lism is 'the privileges and 
opportunities of public service" that it affords,3 and any 
extension of the rule relating to contempt should not readily 
result in the deprivation of this privilege and opportunity. 

1.5. In all contempt proceedings what is sought to be 
ensured is that there· is no unjustified interference with 
the court in the performance of its duties, and that parties 
tO< • proceedings are not subjected to any extraneous 
influence. · If immediately after an occurrence and before 
the i police, complete their investigation, publications are 
made in newspapers concerning the truth or falsehood of 
one. version or the other, such publication is bound to react 
on.· tlle minds of witnesses and of the jurors also, if any; 
and if such publications emanate from persons exercising 
high .influence in public life, they may even overawe the 
magistracy.' Therefore, it would not be wise to completely 

. . ~ -
'. ~~· Res V. Parkl, (1903) 2 K.B. 436, 437 

· · 2. ~or V.J. Chouxlhury, A.I.R. 1947, Cal. 414; Dfllarka P1011Jd 
,lgareal V.Krislma Chandra cited ante. ' 

3· In re. Subramanyan, A.I.R. 1943 Lah. 329 (343). 
4e Th1 Stot1 V. Editor, Matrubhumi, I.L.R. 1955 Cuttack, 204. 
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do away with the rule relating to contempt in its applica~ 
tion to imminent proceedings. · 

2. The conclusion we have arrived at raises the imme- Precise 
diate question whether it is possible to state the law statement 
relating to imminent proceedings in precise terms and how of the law 
far it can be clarified or modified. Courts have, by and and reform. 
large, tried to exercise their powers in this respect in such 
a way that the law of contempt does not seriously interfere 
with the freedom of speech because they have t~emselves 
realised that it is extremely difficult to draw the line 
between cases where proceedings may be said to be immi-
nent and cases where they may not be. · For instance, the 
mere filing of a first information report may not be con-
clusive that proceedings are imminent although stern logic 
may demand that the line should be drawn at this point. 
Even where an arrest has taken place 1t may not always 
be that it is followed up by a judicial proceeding. · ·The 
only guidance that we obtain from decided cases is that 
the question will depend upon the facts of each case.1 Are 
we to leave the law in this unsatisfactory and imprecise 
state, particularly as fundamental rights are involved? 

3. We tried to evolve a suitable definition of the circum- Civil 
stances in which a proceeding may be said to be imminent, cases. 
but found the task extremely difficult, as it must neces
sarily be so. In respect. of civil matters there appears to 
be hardly any justification for the application of this rule. 
Apart from the fact that no test is even remotely available 
to indicate at what point of time a civil proceeding may be 
said to be imminent, not much harm would be dane if the 
rule is abrogated altogether in its application to civil cases 
because civil cases are ordinarily of less interest to the 
general public than are criminal eases and it is also more 
difficult to persuade a court that a publication will have a 
tendency to interfere with the course of justice in: such 
circumstances. We therefore recommend accordingly. 

4. In respect of crim~nal matters, however, a slightly Criminal 
different approach is necessary. As in the case of pending ~ases. · 
proceedings, if a person is able to prove that. he has no 
reasonable grounds for believing that the proceeding is 
imminent, it should completely absolve him from any 
liability for contempt of court. Perhaps such a defence is 
already available to an alleged contemner, but we would 
prefer to give it statutory expression particularly as under 
English law, from which our law of contempt is derived, 
-----------------------------------------------1. See the decision of the Supreme Court in Surendra Mohanty V. 

State oJ Orissa, Cr. App. No. 107 of 56 dt. 23-1-61. In Smt. Padtnawti Devi 
v. R.J<.Krat¥ia, A.I.R.1963 Madh. Pra. 6I, it appears to be suggested thatth: 
law should extend its protection, in the case of cognisable cases, where the first 
information report is made because in the Court's view the interest of justice 
would be better served by giving protection as along as the investigation has 
not ended. This proposition appears to be very widely stated, For example, 
the First Information Report may contain no names. 



-lack1. ot kn.owledgeJ ,would ·not· excuse . a contempt though 
it may have a bearing on the. punishment to be inflicted. 
We would also like to go a little further and provide for 
.~eJ;tain, d~dditio~al-, safeguards, .. : It . has , been , observed in 
,$ever~; c~es~ that .pnc.;e)l person 1is: ;1r~sted it would be 
J~tlf.timat~,;-1tpJ 1infer-, t.hat proceedings fire ·,imminent." · But 
~p.ra~tual, .£;t~t ii~4.a .. kr·e·sult ma. yi.not inva. riably, follow_ .,. We 
rP:a~e~fl~~apy1faid that:it"should be a :valid, defence for an 
,p.)lege4 r cq~~.emner1 : to:. pJ:oye, 1 tha~ he, l;lqd no , reasonable 
DOlflld~ 1fp:e)~liev4tg ~at :a,pr,oceeding Wa$ .imminent.· To 
,~his :W~ \VPUld lilte1 ~Q;.adq that where no. arrest has been 
~mad~ ;ftc! pr~~ption,.. shoulp:. be .. drawn . in favour. of an 
!fl:He~-~rh,fP~,e~er .tAatJil:o p~qce~dip.gs .ar~ imminent.•~ 

-~· 1'-l)lfnfflr<kJ \lle'e~~e_s 'relied: bn' at~1.~as~~ wrlere arrests have been tak~n 
~~~~ fl1Sli~ n;\L;•.JfiW~ JD Jdi;.,:,il ~· :i, ·. ,.1• • · ' · ' .. .·: 
.tn i•J!J R!·'V. ~dliamiiress·i;),ited/6957} ~ 9: 13.'73; the law 'i~ E~gland 
tbasvalreadyilbe6l1·modified in•tbis regard by: the Adir.inistration: of Justice 

A·~,..,..,&.,.. •t 



CHAPTER VII 

Co~tempt in relation tc. innocent dissemination. 

1. There is in India a large market for p).lblications Law of · . 
printed abroad; and cases may arise (although they have !X>nti!~t . 
not arisen so far) in which a person in charge of the ~~ i:. uoa 
distribution in India of a foreign publication finds himself nocent dia· 
.liable to punishment for contempt on the ground thar the semination. 
.foreign publication distributed through · his agency con.. .. 
tained offending matter in relation to certain pending 
proceedings although he might have been absolutely 
unaware of its contents. In such cases the distributor is 
·punished vicariously because the real offenders are outside 
the jurisdiction.1 

2. Mens rea is not, nor is it our intention that it should The law 
be, an essential ingredient of the ·offence of contempt .. But harsh. 
is not the law harsh when it· says that an innocent distri- . 
butor who had no reasonable grounds for believing that a 
publication he had distributed contained matter prejudicial 
to a pending trial is liable to punishment? No such distri-
butor can be expected to read every page of every publica-
tion he is distributing-a duty which would be intolerable. 
In this view of the matter, every street vendor who goes 
.about selling newspapers in the. streets would. be equally 
liable. 

3.1. We therefore recommend that, as in the case of Prol).osed 
pending proceedings, it should be a complEtte defence to a1 ~:~afica
charge of contempt for a distributor to prove that he had. 
no reasonable grounds for believing that the publication he 
had distributed contained offending matter.1 To a possible 
<>bjection that this may tend to reduce the control of courts 
<>ver foreign publications, the answer is that in the case 
<>f trials which attract world-wide interest the burden 
would be heavy for the distributor to discharge. 

3.2. We may also observe that such ·a defence ~ould~ 
hardly be of any avail in the case of editors, printers or 
publishers of newspapers because they hold out before the 
world that they are the editors, printers or publishers of 
the newspapers concerned and ar.e responsible for the con
tents of the said papers. Under section 7 of the Press and 
Registration of Books Act, 1867, the printer or publisher 

r. See the decision in R. V. Grif!itltr a>td othersn parte A.tt~m~t&-Gmeral 
(1957) 2 Q.B. 192. ' 

2.. This recommendation is in accordan~ with the change in the iaw 
m1de m t!'te U.K. by aection u(z) or the Administration of.Justice Act, 1960. 
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' is deemed to be the printer or publisher of every portioll 
of the newspaper and therefore the defence of innocent 
publication is not li~ly to be of much avail in their cases. t 
In . the case of managing directors .of news agencies and 
others similarly placed. the question for determination. 
would be--what are the functions of such persons; in what 
way are they connected with the dissemination of the· 
particular offending news item and so on. Before holding· 
them liable there must be enough evidence to fix on them 
the specific responsibility for dissemination. of the news 
published.2 Our recommendation would in no way be
inconsistent with this position. 

Conclusion ... 4 .. We therefore recommend that it may be made clear 
that an innocent distributor of a newspaper or other 
publication, that is to say, a person who had no reasonable
grounds for believing (an expression which by itself would. 
connote that reasonable care had been taken in that regard) 
that a publication distributed by him contained any 
offending matter, shall not be guilty of contempt of court. 

I. See.R.K. Gart V. S.A. A:zad, A.I.R. 1957 All. 37, 43· 
2. State V. the Editors and publishers of Eauern Times and Prajatantro 

I.L.R. 1952 Cutt. :r. 



CHAPTER Vlll 

Contempt in relation to proceedings ill Chambers or in 
Camera 

1. A type of contempt which does not ~eatly fit into the ~n~S:~La 
traditional classification of contempt by way of scandalising of stcrec:y. 
the court and contempt in relation to pending proceedings is 
contempt by publication of information relating to judicial 
proceedings in violation of secrecy.1 The general principle 
in regard to publication of information relating to judicial 
proceedings is well~settled, namely, that all judicial pro-
ceedings must be open to the public and the administration 
of justice must take place in open court. The reason is the 
public have a general interest in the administration of 
justice. The concomitant result is that the publication of 
judicial_proceedings and information relating thereto can~ 
not be forbidden. While the general principle is that justice 
should be administered in public and the publication of judi~ 
cial proceedings should not be forbidden, this principle is 
subject to exceptions based upon a yet more fundamental 
principle that the paramo~nt object of courts of justice must 
be to ensure that justiceis done. In order to attain this 
paramount object, it may becom'! necessary in some cases to 
exclude the public and enjoin Sll~recy as to the proceedings 
and any violation of such secrec) would pro tanto amount 
to contempt of court. · 

2. The question whether a court has any inherent power Cases in 
to exclude the public and eniCiin secrecy as to any proceed .. which 
ings is not free from doubt. In an early English case2 which ~~~~9' ~r 
involVf!d the trial for treason of several Pl:!l'sons on similar. to be 1 ome 
facts, the court issued an order. that the proceedings should confined 
not be re~orted until the trial of all the persons had been ~efined 
concluded on the ground that such reports may prejudice ts. 
tlie subsequent trials. In violation of the order, a news-
paper published an account of one of the trials wh.ile the 
other trials were taking place. The newspaper editor was 
fined £500 for contempt. It has been doubted whether this 
case is still good law for a. crimh1r1l trial must be held in 
public and subject to the few statu•nry E-xceptions, a Judge ' 
has no power to forbid the publicatiun of a fair and impartial 
account of the trial. As Viscount Haldant! has observed:-

" .......... the power of an ordinary court of justice 
to hear in private cannot rest merely on the discretion 

I. S~e in ~his C)~nection Arthur L. GooJhart ! Newspapers and Co~: 
tempt of C~urt tn Engllsh Ltw, 48, Harvard Law Revitw, 885, at pp. 904.-906,. 

z. Rex V. Clement, (4 B & Ald. 218). 
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Categories · 
of cases ill 
•hich 
secrecy) 
.may be 

. .enjoinecl. 

()f the judge or on his individual view that :t is desirable 
ior the sake of public decency or morality that the hear
ing should take place in private. If there is any ex
<:eption to the broad principle which requires the admi
nistration of justice to take place in open court, that 
exception must be based on the application of some 
other and over-riding principle which defines the object 
of exception and does not leave its limits to the indivi
dual discretion of the judge."1 

We are in full. agreement with this view and we are of the 
()pinion that the cases where secrecy can be enjoined with 
regard to judicial proceedings should be confined within 
clearly defined limits. 

3.1. The cases where secrecy may be enjoined have been 
dealt with at length by Viscount Haldane in the case already 

. referred to. The most obvious category of cases requiring 
secrecy are those provided for expressly by the 4egislature 
itself. We have several provisions of this type in India. In 
the sphere of family law, we have section 53, Divorce Act, 
1869; section 33, Special Marriage Act, 1954; section 22, 
Hindu Marriage Act,.1955, which incidentally is more elabo
rate and contains an express provision for the punishment 
of offenders; section 36 of the Children Act, 1960, ·which 
prohibits on pain of punisQment the publication of any par
ticulars calculated to lead to the identification of a delin
quent child. 

3.2. A second. category ·of cases in which secrecy is 
desirable and may be enjoined is that pertaining to matters 
()f national security. For example, in the Official Secrets Act, 
1923, we have a provision authorising the court to exclude 
the public from any proceeding under the Act in the inter-
ests of the safety of the State. A similar provision is to be 
found in the Defence of India Act, 1962, enacted to meet 
the present emergency. In our opinion the practice adopted 
by these statutes of stating expressly when proceedings 
may be held in camera or in what manner secrecy is to be 
~njoined is a commendable one inasmuch as it is conducive 
to clarity. 

3.3. The third category of cases requiring secrecy is that 
pertaining to litigation as to a secret process where the 
~.ffect of publicity would be to destroy the very foundation 
on which the subject matter 'rests. In this category of cases. 
it may well be that justice cannot be done if it is to be done 
in public. 

4. There is, however, another category of cases, namely, ?r:gs those relating to matters heard in chambers which calls for 
aDd pnctice. -------------------

1. Scott V. Sc~>tt, (1913) A.C. 417, 43S· 
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some special consideration. In respect of chamber pro
ceedings we have two decisions of the Bombay High Court• 
where it is said that it is a rule of practice in the Bombay 
High Court that no report of chamber proceedings shall be 
published without the leave of the judge, and it is added 
that this rule is· based on sound commonsense. Further, this 

· rule of practice is stated to be absolute in the case of wards 
and lunatics because in such -cases the court is regarded as 
sitting primarily to guard the interests of the wards or 
lunatics and the jurisdiction of the court· in this behalf is 
essentially parental and administrative, the disposal of con"'! 
troverted questions being regarded -as only an incident in 
the exercise of the jurisdiction.tThese are arguments derived 
from English authorities2 and so far as our country is con
cerned it is doubtful whether these arguments are tenable 
in view of the fact that the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890, 
and the Lunacy Act, 1912, do not contain any provision re
lating to the hearing of matters under those .Acts in cham
bers or in camera. It would also not be correct to say that 
the disposal of controverted questions would only be inci .. 
dental to such proceedings in most cases. If the High Courts: 
as successors to the old Supreme Courts i!an be regarded as 
rightly entitled under their respective Letters Patent t() 
make Chamber Rules and enjoin secrecy, the anomalous 
situation would result of the same matter being regarded as 
requiring secrecy if it falls within the purview of the origi
nal jurisdiction of the High Court, and as not requiring any 
secrecy if it falls within.any other jurisdiction or within the
purview of the mofussil courts. Nor can we subscribe to 
the view, notwithstanding the observations of the Bombay 
High Court in the two cases referred to above, that aU 
chamber proceedings, whether they pertain to wards and 
.lunatics or otherwise, are, or should be, covered by tlie rule 
of secrecy. A casual examination of the chamber rules will 
show the variety of applications, interlocutory and other
wise, which may be heard and disposed of in chambers and 
it is indeed difficult to imagine the slightest obligation of 
secrecy in regard to most, if not all, of them. Even if there 
be any such obligation, in the interests of proper adminis
tration of justice, it should, in our opinion, be . dispensed. 
with. 

5.1. In the result we recommend that under the head of Conclusic&. 
secrecy, cases of contempt should be confined to the follow- · 
ing categories, namely,-

(a) where the publication is contrary to the pro
visions of any enactment; or 

·1. In the mmerofthe GaarJiansand WJrds Act, 189o,and in the mater 
of Nirmalgowri, I.L.R. so Bom. Z7S (283); J,L. Mehta V, Bai Pushpabhai 
J.L.R. 1942 Bom. ISI (ISS' IS6). 

z. Even in England, the rule C.lnnot be said to have been laid down i.u · 
all exhaustive manner. At, pointed out in In re de B:2ugeu'a application,. 
(1949) I Ch. 230, 235-there may well be cases in which pctmiasion of the 
Judge ia not refused for any euch publication. . 



, , , ·(b) ·where the court, having statutory power to do 
. so, expressly prohibits the publication; or .. · .· 

(c) where for reasons. connected with p~blic order 
or the security of the State, the court sits in chambers 
or in camera; or · · 

(d) where the matter relates to a secret·proces~. 

5.2. ln all such cases it is assumed that contempt pro
-ceedings will be initiated only if the law: in qu~stion does 
.not prescribe any punishment for the contravention. At the 
:same time we would like it to be made clear that no con
tempt proceeding in respect of the publication of the text of 
•Or a .fair and accurate summary of the whole or any part o~ 
an order made by a court sitting in chambers shall be com
'Petent unless the court has expressly prohibited the same 
in exercise of powers conferred by any enactment for the 
time being in force. 



CHAPTER IX 

Defences. 

1. We have so far dealt with the changes that may be Defence1. 
1nade in the substantive law of contempt. In our opinion, it 
would be convenient and would also be advantageous to the . 
public if the law we are recommending were also to set out 
the defences which are ordinarily available under the exist-
ing law to a charge of contempt, and these we now proceed 
1o consider. 

2.1. In our country, even before the advent of the British, Fair and 
the practice had been to administer justice publicly and accurate 
•openly. Indeed, the concept of administration · of justice in f:~f~ of 
the Sabha under the ancient Hindu judicial system involved proceedings. 
freedom for the learned members present in the Sabha to 
-express any opinion on the matters being heard in the 
Sabha. The English system which is the one now in vogue 
·does not go so far, but one of the cardinal principles of the 
system is that justice should be administered in public. The 
principle underlying the administration of justice in public 
is that the public have a great interest in knowing what 
-occurs in, a court of justice.1 It follows as a logical corollary 
·that there should _be no fetters on the publication of proceed-
ings of courts for such publication would have the effect of, 
.to use the l'anguage of Lord Halsbury1 "merely enlarging 
·the area of the court, and communicating to all that which 
.all had the right to know". 

2.2. There would be no difficulty in cases where the 
-entire proceedings in relation to a case are reported. verba
tim, but bearing in mind the limitations of publishers, such 

-a report is well-nigh impossible. If the choice is between re.. 
porting completely or not reporting at all, the result would 
be to shut out from the public at large what transpires in 
-courts of justice and this would be most undesb;able, apart • 
from any questions relating to freedom of speech and ex• 
·pression. A compromise has therefore to be effected, and 
indeed such a compromise has been accepted and acted upon
by the courts that so long as the reports are fair and accu. 
rate, no prejudice to the parties is likely to arise; at the 
:same time, there would be considerable benefit to the public 
.at large. Accordingly, it has been held in a number of 
-cases, both English and Indian, that fair and accurate re-
-ports of judicial proceedings would not amount to contempt 
-of court. The leading authorities on the subject have been 

1. See Dtwidson V. Du"""' (IBS7), 26, L.J. Q.B. 104, 106. 
2. MaedougallV.Knight, (1889) 14 A.C. 194, at p. 2co. 



. considered by Madholkar J. in Wasudeorao;i V. A. D. Mani' 
and he has summed up the effect ·of the decisions in the
following words:-

''It is implicit in all these decisions that the publi· 
cation in newspapers of reports of proceedings before a. 
court of law must be true and accurate and that it must 
be without malice. This is made amply clear by the-

. decision of the court of appeal in Kimber V. The Press 
Association Ltd.,2 which expressly deals with publica
tion of proceedings in a pending case.". 

I 

2.3. The basis of the right to publish fair and accurate
reports of judicial proceedings being the fact that judicial 
proceedings are conducted publicly, it goes without saying 
that this right does not extend to publication of proceedings; 
not held publicly. We are of the opinion that it would be 
conducive. to clarity if a specific provision is made embody
ing the settled law in relation to publication of reports of 
judicial proceedings, namely, that publication of fair and 
accurate reports of judicial proceedings will not amount. tO> 
contempt of court. . 

~~!~cism 31. While comments on judicial proceedings which are· 
of judicial · pending may have an adverse influence on such proceedings,. 

· acts and the same· cannot be said with regard to comments or re.. 
decisions. fiections on a judicial proceeding after it has been finally dis

posed of. Once this stage is reached, the judge, 'in Ben-
' tham's . phrase, 'is given over to criticism' and public in·· 
terest demands that no undue fetters should be placed upon 
the righf of individuals to reflect on the conduct of the
judge or the parties in the proceeding or to comment upon 
the decisions in the proceedings. In the words of Professor . 
Laski,8 "the examination of what. he (the judge) has done,. 
the analysis of hi~ reasoning, the weighing of his· results, the 
discussion of his conduct, are essential to the formation of 
the opinion, which, in a democratic state, ultimately deter-
mines the trend of legislation ...... ; . Without scrutiny of 
this kind, the dangers of judicial conservatism ........... . 
would be immeasurable"~ Apart from anything else, such 
criticism would act as a necessary corrective to the judi
ciary. : 

3.2. The right to criticise judicial conduct and judicial 
decisions in relation to proceedings which are no longer 
pending cannot, however, be of an absolute character. 
Without any limitations, it may result in encouragement of 
scandalous attacks but when kept within proper bounds, it 
is bound to serve a very useful purpose. Judges themselves 
have shown a r~markable•appreciation of this position. In 

. I. A.I.R. 1951 Nag. 26. 
a. (1893) 1 Q.B. 6S. , 
3. Laski: P.ocedure for constructive contempt in England, 41 Harv. 

Law Rn., 1031. 
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Am.bard. V;. Attomey-Genera1 for. Trinidad,~' Lord' Atkin 
observed:- . · · ·· l 

J . 

"The path of criticism is a public way. The wrong-
headed are permitted to err therein. Provided that 
members of the public abstain from imputing improper 
motives to those taking part in the administration of 
justice and are genuinely exercising a right of criticism 
and not acting in malice or attempting to impair the 
administration of' justice, they are immune. Justice is 
not a cloistered virtue: she must be allowed to suffer 
the scrutiny and respectful, even though,. out-spoken, 
comments of ordinary men'' .. 

This proposition has been endorsed by our Supreme CoUrt 
on more than one occasion. In the Brahma Prakash case,2 

Mukherjea J., while endorsing the proposition made it very: 
clear that a "reflection on the conduct or character of a judge 
in reference to the discharge of his judicial duties would 
not be contempt, if such reflection is made in .the exercise of 
the right of fair and reasonable criticism which every citi· 
zen possesses in respect of public acts done· in the seat of 
justice, It is not. by stifling criticism. that confidence in 
courts can be created," A similar view has been expressed 
by S. K. Das, J., in State of Madhya Pradesh V. Revashan
kar.8 We are of the opinion that it will be a great assurance 
to the public if this position is specifically stated in the pro-; 
posed law. We accordingly recommend that it may be pro..: 
vided specifically in the proposed law that a person shall 
not be guilty of contempt for publishing any fair comment 
on the merits of any case which has. been heard and finally 
decided or on the conduct of any judge if it be for the publiC: 
good. . . , . . . . . . . . · ;1; 

4.1. The object of the law of contempt is ·not. • t~ provid~ Co~plaint& 
a cloak for judicial authorities to cover up their inefficiency ~gctic!t 
or to stifle criticism made in good faith against such officers. ~meers to 
The ordinary right of making or publishing fair .. comments persona in 
on the merits of any case which is no longer pending or on lawful. 
the conduct of any judge in relation to any such case may~authonty. 
not be adequate protection for a person who desires in good.· 
faith to expose a judicial officer with a view to enabling. a.· 
superior authority to take·the necessary action. In .the case.. 
of the subordinate judiciary, the law of contempt o~ght not1 
to stand in the way of a complaint against them.being made1 

I. 1936 A.C. 322, 335· 
z. (1953) S.C.R.. II69, at p .. U78. · 
3· (1959) S.C.R. 1367, 1381. In·King V. Nicholls, (I9II) 12. C.L.R;~ 

280, 2.86 Griffith C.J. observed that if any judge Fere to make a public utter.:.; 
ance of such a character as to be likely to impair the confidence of the public,• 
or of su_itors or of any class of su!tors in the. impartiality of the court in any, 
!fl&~er likely to .be brought before 1t_aoy public comment on such an utterance,· 
if It were a. fatt comment, would, so far from being a contempt of c:owt, be 
for the pubhc benefit and would be entitled to similar protection to that which 
comment upon matters of public interest is entitled under the law of libel. 
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lm good faith to the~appropriate·.superior authorities.· If the 
position were otherwise, it would be tantamount to putting 
a premium on corrupt or inefficient judges. We are happy 
·to note that the position has been made clear to some extent 
·by the Supreme Court in the Brahma Prakash's case.1 Re
'ferring to a complaint against a Revenue Officer to the effect 
that he hears two cases simultaneously· and allows the Court 
Reader to do the work for him, · their Lordships observed: 
~'If true, it is a patent illegality and .is precisely a matter 
which should be brought to the notice of the District Magis
trate who is the administrative head of these officers." Re
ferring to certain other complaints in general terms, namely 
that certain specified judicial officers do not state facts 
correctly when they pass orders and that they are dis
courteous to the litigant public, the Supreme Court observed 
that they do not by any means amount to scandalising the 
court and added that such complaints are frequently heard 
in· respect· of many subordinate courts and if any person 
had a genuine grievance it cannot be said that in ventilating 
his grievance he has exceeded the limits of fair criticism. 
:: 4.2. ·That case, however, emphasises that much will de
pend upon the facts and circumstances of each case. For 
example, in that decision the Supreme Court was largely 
in:.lluenced by; the fact that very little publicity was given to 
the offending resolutions of the Bar Association. The 

. Supreme Court also points out that it may be that the pleas 
of justification or privilege may not be available to the de
fendant in a contempt proceeding. The question of publica
tion also in the technical sense in which it is relevant in a 
libel action may be inappropriate to the law of contempt. 
'-· 4.3. In these circumstances, and having regard to the 
fact that in the public interest some machinery should be 

' available for. bringing inefficient and corrupt officers to 
.... book, we are of the opinion that it would be advisable to 
. state clearly and expressly i:q the law that a complaint 

. ~against a judicial officer made 'to the appropriate superior 

. :authority shall not amount to contempt. The appropriate 
~authority, in our opinion, may well be the Chief Justice of 

· ~the High Court concerned to which all judicial officers in 
J. the State are subordinate. Such a course would avoid 

unnecessary publicity; would not in any way affect the 
administration of justice; at the same time would provide
an adequate and a convenient remedy for members of the 
public having legitimate grievances against a member of 
the judiciary, a remedy which is so essential for the proper 
administration of justice; - · · · · 

Other 5. Incidentally, by way of abundant caution we suggest 
dereoc:es. that it may be made clear in the law, particularly in the 

absence of a definition of contempt of court, that th& 
provisio.ns now recommended for adoption in the law are
not to be construed as in any way enlarging the scope of · 
contempt as otherwise understood or as affecting any other 
:iefences which may be open to an alleged contemner. 

I 1.- (1963) S.C.R. 1169, USI. 



CHAPTER X 

Practice and Procedure. 

1. The procedural law relating to contempt of superior Introduction.. 
courts has been subjected to some criticism. The gravamen 
of the charge is that· in the case of a contempt of court 
which is very much akin to an offence, the person accused 
of contempt does not get the same protection as is available 
to a person accused of an offence. The summary procedure 
adopted in relation to criminal contempts committed in . 
the face of the court involves, it is pointed out, the accuser 
being a judge in his own cause. It is also stated that the, 
procedure varies from one court to another and is far fro:r.:. 
being certain. 

2.1. We have carefully examined the procedure followed ]?resent 
by various courts at present. There is a general recognition Prrdd 
that the person charged with contempt should be appraised ~r s~;ing 
of the charge against him as early as possible and should clearly th 
also be given an opportunity of defending himself against main Pl'in
the charge. The Supreme Court has. also stated in Sukhdev ctples. 
Singh's case1 that a judga who has been personally attacked 
should not, as far as possible, hear a contempt matter which . 
to that extent concerns him personally. 

2.2. The Constitution having guaranteed to the citizen 
the rights of freedom of speech and personal liberty, the 
aim of the law should be to ensure that these rights are 
adequately safeguarded and it is from this point of view 
that one should examine the present question. In our 
opinion, it is both necessary and desirable that the main 
principles of the laty of procedure relating to contempts 
should be expressly stated in the law. This is necessary 
not only in the interests of uniformity and certainty but 
more so in the interests of administration of justice. No 
doubt, as stated before, the procedure and practice relating 
to contempt cases has to some . extent already become 
crystallised but, as in the case. of the substantive law 
relating to contempt, it is stated that there is reserved unto 
the courts an undefined degree of discretion and elasticity 
to be utilised by them as occasion demands it. While such 
discretion and elasticity may to some extent be justified in 
rt~gard to the substantive law on the ground that the cate
gories of contempt cannot be regarded as closed, there does 
not seem to be the same justification for not stating clearly, 
the broad outlines of the procedural law, and in the follow· 
ing paragraphs, we propose to deal with the broad principles 
of procedure which may be given clear cut statutory form.· 

. ---------------
1. 1954 S.C.R. 454· 
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Summary 
· p rocedwe. 

3.1. The basic question in relation to contempt procedure 
is how far the summary procedure of dealing with con· 
tempt matters is justified. Summary procedure in relation 
to contempt cases is not certainly of immemorial origin, 
as Wilmot, J. claimed. in his undelivered judgment in 
R. V. Al7non.1 The summary procedure had its origin in 

:. the practice of the Star Chamber2 and it became established 
only during the 18th century. It may not be out of place 
to mention . in this connection that in a number of conti
nental systemst the summary procedure has no place lt all 
even in regard to what we characterise as contempts in the 
.face of the court. Under these systems, the judge merely 
•orders· the court bailiff to take the offender in charge and 
.afterwards ordinary criminal proceedings are started.• 
Livingstone in his ideal· Penal Code advocated a similar 
.system. In regard to the French Legal system, it has been 
cbserved thus by David and deVries: 

"The ·courts also lack much of the powers they 
have in, Anglo-American jurisdictions because the· 
Anglo-American concept of contempt of court is non
existent in France.''4 · 

! ,. • 

· . · · 3.2. In our .opiniqn, neither early English history nor the 
continental practice affords sufficient justification for doing . 
away with the summary procedure. It may be that the 
.course of justice and its general administration is of such 
an order in our country and in other Anglo-American 
jurisdictions that it may not require any special protection 
in the form of summary powers in courts to deal with 
contempt cases. On the other hand, it may be said that 
the existence of .such powers in courts may be rightly ' 
regarded as in, some measure contributing to the main
tenance of that high order. Be that as it may, there does 
not seem to be much justification '.for acting on theoretical 
considerations or for effecting radical changes which may 
have undesirable consequences. This view is justified by 
the position obtaining in those legal systems derived from 
the British .in which the· question has been considered by 
experts recently with reference specifically to the summary 
procedure.& It may also be added that notwithstanding the 
pronounced apathy displayed in the United States of 
America to the summary procedure, American Legislatures 
and courts have stopped short of taking away the summary 

. 1 .. (1765) Wilm. 243-
2. ·Holdsworth: HistoryofEnglish Law, Vol. III, p. 392; Pox: History 

ei Contempt of Court (1927) :; Report of the Shawcross Committee; p. 27. 
· 3.. See Seagle ; Contempt of Court, Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences,· 

Vol. V. pp. 301 to 307. · , 
4· David and de Vries: The French Legal System (1958) at p. 34· 

· · s. As to England, see Report of the Shawcrosa Committee, p; 28. Aa 
to Canada, see the recent Criminal Code of Canada (2-3 Eliz. II, I953"J954• 
c. 51) which, while making contempt of court a specific offence, does not super~ 
sede the inherent powers of a>UI'tl to punish swnmarily (vide sections 9 and 
ra8 af the Cod~. 
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powers of ~ourts to deal with contempts: iD..the fa~ of.~~ 
Court.t. 

· 4. From what we have stated, it is clear that it is not Procedure 
wise to modify in any manner the· summary powers of in. cases of 
courts to deal with contempts committed in their presence. ttlDlinaJ 
We, therefore, feel that the court should, iii cases·· of :£!:~ 
criminal contempt committed in its presence, be ·:1ble to court.. 
deal with the contempt forthwith or at any time convenient 
to it after informing the person charged with contempt 
orally of the charge against him and after giving him an 
opportunity to make his defence to the charge. Pending 
determination of the .charge, the person charged, with 
contempt. may be detained in such custody as t:Pe court 
·deems fit, WP,erever- the- matter is not disposed of forth· 
with, we also feel. that the· person charged. should b~ 
enlarged. on bail pending determination on the execution 
of. a bond , for due appearance for such sum and· with or. 
without sureties. as. the court considers proper. · ·We are; 
happy to note that this is generally the practice . 

. : . ' 

5. In the case of criminal contempt, not being contempt Procedure iDl 
committed in the face o~ the court, we -are of. the opinion ca~ of 
that. it would lighten the burden of the court, without in cr:~t 
any way interfering with the sanctity of the administration :~tside 
of justice, if action is taken on a· motion by some other court. 
agency. Such a course of action would give considerable 
assurance to the individual charged and the public at large. 
Indeed, some High Courts have already made rules for the 
association of the Advocate-General in some categories of 
cases at least.. Thus, . in cases of contempt involving 
scandalising, under the rules of the Madhya Pradesh High 
Court, the matter has to be referred · to the Advocate-
General unless the case is a case of clear contempt. In the 
case of contempt. of subordinate courts, the. practice 
generally is for the subordinate court or a higher court to 
make a reference to the, High : Court. We, therefore, 
recommend that in every case of_criminal contempt outside 
the court, action may be initiated only on a motion made 
by the Advocate-General ·or the Attorney-General. or · a 
pf!rson authorised. by him, or on a reference· made by~. a 
subordinate court. At the same time, we· would like tQ 
make it clear in the law that .the Attorney-General or the 
Advocate~Genera~ as the case may be, may move the Court 
not only on his own motion but also at the instance of the 
Court concerned,· so that this recommendation does not 
really involve any fetters ·on the ·superior courts. i • . ' 

.; . . . ; . 

6 .. It will also be proper to provide specifically ·for the Service o t 
well settled rules as to ·serving of notice personally· on the t~otiee etc .. 
person charged with contempt and as to acquainting him:t 
with the. full. details of the charge. The legislation ntaY . 

I. See section I of the famous Federal Statute of I83Ii see also th~. 
C!ayton Act of I!U4 and Bridges V. California (1941) 3.1~ U~.252.,. . 
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contempt 

: ases, 

:so 
also· embody th~ usual provisions as to attachment in case 
of attempts to avoid service and release in case of satis· 

. factory explanation. The provisions we have recommended 
· in this paragraph do not involve any change in the present 
position and are intended only for the sake of completeness 
and clarity. · · . . 

· 7.1. ·we now proceed to consider the rules as to trial of 
contempt cases. In the case of contempts committed in 
the face of the'· court, we have already pointed out that, as 
is the practice·at present, the judge or judges before whom 
the contempt is committed should be at liberty to try the 
matter· himself or themselves; at the same time we feel 
that it would be Jn the ·fitness of things that this general 
principle, taking the cue available in certain observations 
of our Supreme Court in Sukhdev Singh's case,l is subject· 
ed to,. a,: strict. qualification, · namely that wherever it is 
proper and practicabl~, the same judge should not try the 
matter. In: this connection, we would observe that instead 

· of leaving it· to the judges. thems~lves ·to decide whether 
.a matter should or should not be tried by them (as has 

; "been the . position hitherto) , it would be better to leave it 
. ~to the person charged to apply for a transfer if he so desires; 
,'.for, if the party himself has no objection, the judge may 
:,not feel any embarassment ·in proceeding with the matter . 
. At· the same time, we fully appreciate that there may be 
<eases where a transfer is physically impossible or incon~ 
·venient or improper. Accordingly, we recommend that in 
-cases of criminal contempt in the face of the court, the 
judge_ may, if he thinks it practicable, proper and conducive 
to the proper administration of justice, allow the applica· 
tion for transfer and refer the matter to the Chief Justice 
ior necessary directions .. ' ., 

' 7.2. In the case of contempt committed outside the court, 
we do· not consider any specific provision for transfer . 
necessary as our proposal is that such cases should be tried 
by a bench of not less than two j'udges ~nd in forming the 
bench, the court will no doubt take all the circumstances · 
into account. A mandatory provision for the trial of cases 
-of contempt e:x: 'facie by benches may not be proper in all . 
cases; but in the case of contempt outside the court, there 
is not present the same consideration and we feel that in 
"View of the uncertainty of the substantive law of contempt 
and the consequent necessity . for ensuring that no undue ·. 
inroads are made into the fundamental right of freedom . 
of speech, it is desirable to provide that cases of eontempt · · 
outside the court should not be tried by single judges. The 

:-present procedure may not have given rise to much ·diffi· . 
-culty in actual practice, but as has been well said, justice . 
must not only be done but should manifestly and undoubt
-edly be seen to have been done; hence our recommenda· 
1ion. · 

I. 19S4 S.c.R. 4S~ 



8. · Contempt procedures are of a summary nature ·and Limitation. 
promptness is the essence of such proceediniS. · Any delay 
should be fatal to such proceedings, though there may be 
exceptional cases when the delay may have to be over-
looked but such cases should be very rare indeed.1 From 
this point of view we considered whether it is either 
necessary or desirable to specify a period of limitation in 
respect of contempt proceedings. The period, if it is to be 
fixed by statute, will necessarily have to be very short and 
provision may also have to be made for condoning delay in 
suitable cases. We feel that on the whole instead of mak· 
ing any hard and fast rule on the subject the matter may 
continue to be governed by the discretion of the courts as
hithertofore. · · · 

9. In regard to the evidence to be presented. before the Evi~en®. . ' 
court in the trial of contempt cases, we consider it unneces-
sary to . make any specific proV.isions save that the· court 
may take into account evidence on affidavits and call for-: 
such other evidence as it considers necessary.· .. · ... 

10.1. As to the punishment that may be 'awarded in Punishment, 
contempt cases and the role of apology~ we feel· that the apol~gy_. 
provisions of the Contempt of Courts Act, 1952 both as to 
punishment and apology have worked well· and have not 
been adversely ' commented upon. Indeed courts Jlave' 
generally exercised the power to mete out punishment with · 
circumspection and have refrained from awarding punish· 
ment in cases where there is no substantial interference 
with the administration of justice. We, however, feel that 
it would be salutary to incorporate a specific provision in 
the law which would make it clear that no court shall 
punish any one for contempt unless the cont.e...mpt is of such 
a nature as substantially to interfere with the due· course 
of justice.2 So far as the role of apology and the quantum 
of punishment ·are concerned, there does not appear to be 
any great need for making changes iri the existing provi· 
sions. However, as regards punishment for civil contempt 
we feel that in cases where fine is not an adequate punish-
ment, the punishment of simple imprisonment to be 
awarded should consist in the detention in a civil prison of . 
the person concerned for a term not exceeding the statutory 
period prescribed. In this connection it would be releva.JJ.t 
to refer to the provisions of Order 211 rule 32 and connec.ted 
rules and Order 39, rule 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
1908. 

10.2. In regard to liability of corpore,tions for contempt 
it was observed in Narain Singh V. S. Hardaya1 Singh8:-

"It is well lmown that corporations are subject to 
punishment for contempt and officers, · agents, and 

J. See tihe State V. Vinaya Mumar, I.L.R.. 1951 Nag. 803 ; Gou,.,. 
Pluuler V. Mathai Mar~joorars, I.L.R.. 1959 Ker. 243. 

:a. See in this connection the observations of the Supreme Court iJa 
Brahma Prakash V. State of Uttar. Pradesh, 1953 S.C.R.. II69, 1182. 

3· A.I.R.. 1958 Punjab 180 at pp. JB2, 183. 
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.oUle:r~J,•.who:act lor a:.corporation, and who knowingly 

.,;v.iolate or disobey .an injunction against the corpora
tiQJl, :.are .punishable for contempt even though the 

~ ... ,injunction .is issued only against the corporation." 

Ordet 2~, rule 32 (2)' makes the .position clear in this 
r.espect.1 ·we would, 'however, recommend the express 
~~tension of lthe principles contained in this rule to 
breaches of undertakings given by corporations to courts of 
l~w. That is to say, wherever there is a breach of such 
at;t u:t:ldertaking, the -directors or other principal officers 
could: .be .detained in .a civil prison in the same manner as 
they .m~;~.y be detained for a contravention of Order 21, rule 
32(2). 

Judgment. '. 11: r:m: lli.ew mainly of' the provisions as to appe'als, from 
or.ders fur punishment in contempt cases which we propose 
to rec.ommend in' the next Chapter, we recommend that a 
provision may be made specifically to the effect that every 
such order shall state the facts· constituting the contempt, 
the d.efence . of. the person· charged, the substance of the 
evid.ence, t~ken as well as the finding and the sentence. 

Rules. · 12. It is possible that the broad principles of procedure 
we have suggested requir~ to be supplemented by rules. It 
w~l be conducive to uniformity if such rules a:.:e made by 
th Supreme Court. W ~ therefore recommend the inclusion 
of a spectfic provision in the Jaw authorising the Supreme 
Court . to make rule& for regulating the procedure of the 
flUpeJ,'ior courts to the extent necessary to supplement the 
provisions of the new law. At the same time we recom
mend that any rules relating to High Courts should be made 
by the Supreme Cou~'t only after consulting the High 
Courts. 

· I, Cf. Order 42, r. 3t of the Rules of the Supreme Court in England. 



Right of AppeaL 
J J • . .... ..:. 

J.. :The feature :of . .the Jaw of ·.contempt· ·which .has :given i~troduo-
rise .to :considerable •Criticism;relates :to ·the non~ppealabi· taon. 
lity. as .of right ota sentence :passed lor •.criminal contempt. 
It is ,urged that <1lluch .of the .criticism against .the large 
:powers. of the -court <j;o .punish rcontemners :will disappear>if 
ca ·right of appeal js .provided. 'In an ;earlier ·Chapter, ~e 
·h..we •pointed :out :how Judges, like other "human beings, 
are oot infallible .-and :inasmuch as ·any ·.sentence of dm.pli· 
sonment for :contempt ·involves:·a .fundamental1}uestion~.of 
.personal liberty, :it )iS :on1y .proper rtbat ·.there ;should ibe 
.provision:for appeal as-a matter of .. course. A.s•the:Shaw-
. cross .Committee obser,ved: J' •••••••• lin .every :"ystem ::.of 
l:1w :of :any;eivilized Stat~, there. is .always :a Tight ¢. appeal 
. against ; any ·..sentence wf Jmprison.ment"~1 ···There !.is :mo 
.jus.titication m.h~tsoever !for tmaking :.any (exception1.to)this 
universally. recognised· prin~ple in ~the rease. of :Elterxes 
for ~ontempt. · 

· 2.1. · The· present ·state· of the i law r~lating _to ,Ja,ppeal in Pres~'nt 
cases of criminal contempt appears to -be·more the~result position 
of accidents ,of legal.bistory:than a,matter.pf policy. That 
this is so is clearly evident from the fact that in those cases 
, of •.contempt for JWhich specific · provision, is ~ade 'n the 
Indian Penal Code and the Code of t'Crimitvil. Procedure 
a right QLappeal is. pro_vided ,f9r J,Ulder r-s.et~ion 486 of the 
Code of 1Criminal Procetlure. ·1n the·case of contempt 
,fal~ing ,within· the ;purview', of inherent) powerS{ of the High 
Courts, no specific prov:ision_j),as been \lllade,dn,the'!Letters 
Patent of .the. High Courts and the .only explanation tor this 
'"S~ms ~to 'be that ·no ·such p~vision -was ·111ade in England 
' in 'regard· to· the ~English· superior ;.co\ll'ts. 4Furt~er, under 
·~the provisions -of the '·Letters Patent, no. appeal is,ordinarily 
permissible where the order~ot ·the eou.rt · is ~ade in the 
exercise .of the criminal jurisdiction. Jt -,has· , also been 
held that section 411A of the Code of:Oriminal Procedure 
does not afford any remedy by way ·of appeal in contempt 

'· cases.2 '.The result has 1 been· .that ·!before . the Constitution 
'came into ;force, ;.an appeal in contempt c&ses :..from the 
decision of a High Court could lie only in:speci~ cases to 
the Judicial Committee.8 The Constitution did not alter this 
position very much for the effect of articles·t34 and 1136 of 

r. f. 3S oC the Report. . 
2. Murray Gom Pur~ V •. Emperor, A.I.R. 1947, Bom.184. 
3. The jurisdiction or the Judicial Committee was subsequently trans· 

t'erred to the Federal Coun. · · -- · 
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_ the Constitution is merely to substitute the Supreme 
Court for the Privy · Coundl. In short, there is only a 
discretionary right of dappeal' .available at present in cases. 
of criminal contempt. 

.J.,.;J·~<N~· 1.··~ I. 
2.2. The discretionary right of appeal in contempt cases, 

LISQ. far ··as :.it :goes;-has .·served a. very u8eful purpose, .. both in 
-ithe dU;ecUo:o: of· setting· aside erroneotis decisions as also in 
~the direction :of bringing about some degree of uniformity 
·and eertainty 1n regard to the principles of law relating to 
;contempt:·· The Shawcross Committee .has referred to eight 
reported, cases in ·which convictions for criminal contempt 
·were considered. by the' Judicial Committee of· :the Privy 
:.cpuncil ont ·merits, .those being the· only cases of the type 
r.w:bich~they""could <discover~ .They have -pointed out that 
it :is:moteworthy ·that in ~every .. ~ase except one (in which 
·.thtf::finerwas reduced); the ·appeal was allowed and the 
·conviction.··quashed ... The story· of ·the: cases. which have 
rcome ·up·ron appeal before our Supreme .Court is not very 
much) different. 1 ~Jn ·a. considerable majority ·of ·the casest 
•the. Supreme Court has found it necessary either to modify 
.ori·reverse' the ·decision ·Of :the High Court:·. Mention may 
be made in this connection of the following:-· ., .. 

[.; .. · .... H)~ Rizwan;-u~-1fa$a!f- 'f .. State Q/ Uttar; ~radesh, 
n1~~ §'l.C!Jl..:5B\~) r. . i i .. '\~ ~.:.·. ·:·· ') · .:· • . ) :. ~· ' 

~ :1<.!~:~: 'tJudgmenf~f.High Court set aside) ..... · ·· · 
' . l · ... , ' " f I , r. . .~ . • , (,.. . . • , . ~ .., :·. 

;;; ... :(2)· Brahma·.Prakw;h.·v •. State ·of Uttar: Pradesh~ 
91953. S.c.R, 1169 •. · : .. d ,,i. , :·; .· :: :. ·· :i · 

L ··~ ';.~·:(J~dmrient o£1~ighJ:!o~· ,~t asid~). ,, 
• ,) 1t , , .. " .L ~ . .1. • J; ......... •. , • . . . . . . . t 

. , ... '(3) ··Shareef1V, · Hcm'ble· Judges· of the· High. C~rt 
~:Jcif 'Nagpu,r; (1955)~·~1 ·S.C.R. 757;. · ~ · : · :·. . · · : ' ,. · ; 
,,1f "'l'dr' .' ;·.···, ···ffl' c,:•J r":~ -:i'(i :.')' . l : ... ': '·j 

· . >.r' ·
1
;; ~~·(Opportunity ., gil/en to the , High Court t0 

~71 ·:~) a~ept th~. apology :by contemners ~d on failure 
~r:J•"!ob~ the H1gh Co~, :sentence of· tine passed qyJhe 
r·: r,;.ijlgl]., CoUI't; set:a~ld~)r;.) ~; ~~ •) .. ,· •< .. [;··' 1. 

f ·). f~ (4) 'State of' ; Maihya. fraaesh v:· ~ Revashank<irl' 
·~1959 s.c.R.tsGt ···: .. · :.J·': :.;:- ~. ..• ,~ •· · ·:. 
~- ·rv, f( ~ ·"'"""E J\' u •• ~~.,d.,;~.: .. ~·'·::~ r·!. !· , 

r< · ~·. ·r,,') [High ·Coittt's · interpretation·:of section 3 (2) 
r1 : ·; 'l()f the Contempt of Courts . Act, ·:1952, held erro-

, ··) ;neous]. ; · . . . · : , ' 

~'.- / · '(5) :s~' S. RoY V. Staie of Orissa, A.I.R. 1960 S. C. 
'~~9.Q. .. . 

(Judgment ~f High Court set aside) •. 

· (6) B. K. Kar V. Chief Justice and his companion 
Justices of the Orissa High Court, A.I.R. 1961 S. C. 
1367. 

(Judgment' of High Court set aside). 
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3.1. It may be said that th~ :discretionarY ~ight of appeal :t-:feed for 
as it exists at present is adequate as in most of the cases ~lght r~ 
the High Court itseU may grant the appropriate certificate aPJ:~ter1or 
undef article 134 in fit cases and where. the High Court course. 
refuses, the Supreme Court may intervene by granting 
special leave under article· 136. There is no doubt flOme 
force in this argument and it is perhaps for this reason that 
in one or two of the suggestions received we have been 
told that it is not necessary to· provide for appeals as a 
matter of right or· that the right may be allowed only if 
the sentence exceeds a certain limit.. But. considering the 
uncertain state. of the law and the fact that an appeai. 
should be provided as a matter of course in. all criminal 
cases, we are of the opinion that a right of appeal should 
be available in. all cases and we accordingly recommend 
that against an order of a ' ·single Judge, punishing for 
contempt, the appeal shoul~ lie, in the High ·coUrt, to 'a 
Bench of Judges and against a· similar order of a Bench of 
Judges of· a. High Court, the appeal 'should lie as of right 
to the Supreme Court. · · ', '• · · .. ·.' · . · . ' : . ·. · 

.J '• ', > I f. • • j ,. 

3.2.· The recommendation we have made in regard . to 
·allowing appeals 'in contempt matters ·as a matter of right 
will bring our law in line with the developments that have 
taken ·place in English law· in recent ~years. We do not 
.mean .to suggest that we should give effect in our land to 
every .change .which has· taken place in England. ·But 
there can be no' doubt' that. if in the system trom which 

· our law is derived a change ha.s been felt necessary,' that 
would be a strong argument for reviewing the position ·in 
our law also with a view· to· finding out whether ·a. parallel 
. change is necessary or not. The reasons for which English 
law has been changed may .be best stated· in the words of 
the Shaw~ross Report1:~ · ·! · .~· · .. · i' .• ~ .;·::.·: ··; 

I . .. ' • I .c::l , .<. · .(~{ ::) : . /:~ ·"' ,: 

· .. , "First, there is the special. difficulty. of. defining 
the law of contempt. We.have indicated in:,.~. p ••••• 

.. .. . .. .. ·;. this Report: the difficulty of iiefining the 
law· · of . contempt . in ; its ' application . to particular 
instances~ Furthert·where definition is not so .difficult 
(as in the case of reports of proceedings in chambers), 

. the fact that there is no right of appeal and the • 
divergence of judicial views has sometimes meant that 
it cannot be said at all with any confidence what the 
law is; the result in any particular case must then. 
depend on the view which the particular court before 
whom it comes chooses to take. This we consider to 
be a serious defect, but one which can be cured by 
granting a right of appeal. Secondly, an issue of fact . 
does not usually arise in contempt cases-the question 
being whether what was done amounted to a contempt 
or not. Thirdly, that the danger to the administration 
of justice of the conduct complained of has .often to be 

1. P. 36 of the Report. 



. ..weighed . ;1gain~t . pther. ma~.t~rs of ,pub~c concern such 
·,as ,the liberty of free discussion. · 'Thus ;the .issue· of 
tl:Pnte:rppt ,is''.not only particularly suitable for deter
,mina,tion oy an . ~ppellate cour.t, but . it .is particularly 
'.<iesir.able that it"should ·be sp determined; Fourthly, 
1
particplarJy ,where ,an .affront to ·a ,Judge -is charged, 

, ',tbe .~~peJ;ience of ,the ]~rlvy CoUil(!il appears to .show 
. tp_~t )11~ .,ri~ht. !Jf. appeal does .rec~ify .wr~~gs~'' . ; 

iJt would be. ~lear .from what has been .stated earlier .that 
:these .reasons ,apply, with· equal force ,in ,the 1 case. of :our 
;system -also· and it is for ·these reasons that. we 1bave made 
~he 1:t:ecorpmendation that ·a provision should be made :for 
i-,~p~al r as of · r~ght ,in the case. of conte~pt. 

· ~.3. ·:The ;$~wcrQss ;Col111Illttee in .it.s {teport1 .advel;ted 
.rto.:san aUe_ged. ~nsup~raQle ,diffic~ty ~bout .an .appeal in the 
,rqase :ef, a; ~l,ln~ernpt ·1~9mmi~~e.~ r in -jaqie jhe court, namely, 
rthat jf. tbe t;~;i~e tW.et,.e 1 pj,Sp~teP,., ~ if.wqu)d JnVO~Ve the C9fP• 
1llitting judge being a witness on fl.PP.~ -.and ~p~nted out 
·that such a difficulty arises but rarely and that in the only 
·,~ase 1in ~l)j~h 1 it,,lilrq~e-,-~ainy's 1 C<t~e-:-the .Privy C.ouncil 
f(N~S ;t't,lle,to~pv~r<:ome_jt. J3e. that.,asit .may, .so. ~ar as our 
,4JQ'\llltryt is1 c;o:o,c~~n.ed, ~~l!Ch a .~itu,atit;m. cannot po~sibly fJ.r~~e 
r~fter1 th,e;decisiop. qfJhe Supf,fi!:tpe .Coqrt-in the I'e~ent ca~e 
,._()£J3.rK.1X,q:r V.,Cb.i.ef,Ju.s~ice~Qf,Qrissa.2 .lnthis,c~se the 
t$u.prerne :Court -fCOJtSider~d , ill e." ql.lestjon .. whether . in. cases 
ti9ft<JPP~ls ip.c.Q,llt,et;npt .G~~s the: Chjef..J~sti(!e and J.u_dges 
.r~ft t~e1 lfig~ Co~rt which.,)deci4e<l tb:e case. originally. ~hquld 
rrbe·:llla<le: parties. ,Ua,dh~r ~J.,,,h~f,Ii~g ~~h~t. t.~ey ;9.ug~t 
~,~qt 1 ~o .Pe. ;w,.aqe J>~~t.i~~,, ;~b~~~v,ed,;.,....:.. '·. . · ·' 

· '! .· .; .• ~ ••••••• tw~efe j~~ges. ,of.~ .ftigh, Co\ll't tor. a 
person for contempt and CQil~ct ;.him .. ~hey ·JP.~i:ely 
decide a matter and cannot be ·said ·to M interested 

~i:n any way·in the.:ultimate:tesult in the sense in which 
·a ·li.tigant ·is interested. 1The,<decision of judges· given 

.. Jn a contempt .matter is like· any .other decision. of those 
' j:udges, ,:that is, -in-matters which. come up. -before them 
·:by ·way of ·suit,: petition, .appeal. or,reference." 
'· ' . ',, 

,pnoe ,:this ,position :.is "established, jt . follows. that the pre~ 
.t$~nce .pf the.ju4ges ,as,,witn~ses is. as much uncalled for in 
~.appeals .11n: contempt ~1:1ses .. as in appeals Jn . other cases 
~~ecided,by-them: .We may also add that in view. of the 
, :recommep.da~icms . we .. have .made as to .Proc~dure m con· 
·.1empt tases, all the .. material required by an appellate 
-cQurt .would be available in writing and there would then 

•. be little need for .the judges being summoned to appear 
.as :Y{itn~ses. 

·I. P. 38 of the Report. 

2. A.l.R. 1961 S.C. 1367. 
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4. In this connection we would also like to refer to the P\qe' of 
rule of practice observ~ by courts that a person in con- con~.empr. 
tempt cannot be heard.1 in · prosecutidn of his appeal until 
he purges himself of the contempt.1 This rule, no doubt, 
is based on sound reasons but in the light of the discussions 
preceding it would not be' diffi.cuit to conceive that it may 
work hardship in many cases. In· our opinion the law 
shoUld containl suitable· . provisions for meeting such' a 
'contingency. For this purpose we· recommend that botlb 
the appellate court and the court from whose judgment 
the- appealt is· being. preferred· shoul4 have the ,power to· 
stay execution of the senten.ce, to release the alleged con
temner orr bail and to hear the appeal or allow it to be
heard notwithstanding the fact that the appellant !lai not 
purged himself of the contempt. 

I. Palaniappa Cheuy V. Ramtm Chmy, 1928 M.\V .N. 462. 
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CHAPTER XD 

Conclusion, . 

· 1. Our· main -conclusions and recommendations may . be 
summarised as' follows:_..... 

.. ·;· ' (l)·Confidence·in the administration of justice is 
··· essential for the preservation .of our liberty and nothing 
'should ~~~ done· which mat tend . to· undermine that 
confidence:·.·:.·· 1 • :: :,.r. ·_,,; · ·. · "·;:J. :: ··. i 

: r ·-3 (· ; '. · • ~ ···r · ' · · · , 
(2) At the same time, as the jurisdiction to punish 

for contempt trenches upon two important iundamental 
rights, namely, the right to personal liberty and free
dom of speech and expression, rights which are of 
vital importance in any democratic system, the law of 
·contempt of court should be viewed mainly from the 
stand point of these rights rather than on the basis of 

. its origin or its present position in other couutries. 

. (3) The Contempt of Courts Act, 1952, though 
sound so far as it goes, touches only the fringes of the 
subject. While its existing provisions should be con
tinued, there is need for widening considerably the 
scope of the Act. 

(4) Under the Constitution, Parliament is compet
ent to legislate on contempt of courts subject only to 
the limitatio]j)s that it cannot (i) abrogate, nullify or 
transfer to some other authority, the power of superior 
tCourts to punish for contempt, (ii) exercise its power 
:so as to stultify the status and dignity of the superior 
-courts, and (iii) impose any unreasonable restrictions 
on the fundamental right of the citizen to freedom of 
speech and expression. 

(5) Contempt cannot be defined except by enu
merating the heads under which it may be classified
heads which can never be exhaustive-and a definition 
merely incorporating such heads under which criminal 
contempt, or even contempt as a whole is generally 
classified, would be useless as a definition and is totally 
unnecessary. 

(6) Delimitation of the concept of contempt by the 
exclusion of any particular head is not possible as none 
of the recognised heads has become obsoletE-. 'I'he · 
assumption once made that contempt by scandalising 
has become obsolete has been proved to be erroneous . 
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(7} Want of knowledge of a pending proceeding, 
. whether civil or criminal, should afford a: complete 
· defence to a person accused of contempt . 

•• , ; .: • ! • ;. ~r. 

(8) The rule of contempt in relation to imminent 
proceedings may be abolished so far as civil cases are 
concerned. ·As regards criminal cases, want -of ·know-

·, ledge should be. a complete defence as· in. the ;case of 
pending proceedings. Further, where in respect-of an 
offence, no arrest .has taken place, ~ presumption should 
be drawn in favour of the alleged contemner; that 
proceedings are not imminent. 

~ ,· {9). A. case whi~h. h~s 'reached· the .stage· o~ execU: 
tion shall not be deemed to be a pending case for .the 
purpose of the law of contempt. . . . . . 

• • • ·1 r ': ·. ·· .' ~ t ~ :, ". 1 :. • ;. 1 , · ~ ."1 l ~ ~ 'l 
_. · ·. ·(10) An inno~ent distr~butor. ot a_ne\vspaper or 

.. other publication, that :is. to say,. a perSQn. wh() :P.ad no 
·.reasonable grounds · for, believing ... t~at :a· publi~ation 
·distributed .by him contained. any pffending : .. pultter, 
'.shall ·p.ot pe .guilty .o! contemp~.P~ court. -1i t'.<:·:~ . . 

; (11) Th~ burde~ 'M establishing any ~fthe defences 
aforesaid shall be on the alleged contemner. 

• • ' ' . . • . ~ ' -! . ' :: ., • : . . . ·. ; . I :. ; I . 

(12), No- contempt. proceeding -in resp~t of the 
publication .of .the text or a fair and accurat,e s~mary 
of the whole or- any part of an order made. by. a. court · 

. sitting in chambers ·pr .in camera . shail be competent 
:unless -the cour~ has expressly prohibited ~he -~e in 
. .exercise of ·any. power confer~ed by any enactment for 
the time being in .force .... · . .;, , ·, :: . ·· .·t L:,o , 

(13) C.ases of contempt in violation. of secrecy 
· should be confined ·within clearly= defined :limits ·and 
secrecy may 1 be enjoined with regard to 'judicial pro-

. <:eedings <>nly· inr exceptional cases mentioned in. para
graph 5.1 of Chapter ·VIII.~ Contempt_ proceedings in 
Telatiob. to "cases of' 'Secre<1: ~hould be :initiate~} only 
when no other pu~~_shtnent is prescribed.. j t:-·1 t;J 
~- · . · i··. ,,J . · r. -. .\ ... /" · ... : ...... -· · #.(, ~- .. ~ ~ ,t.~;· .. ~;·~~ 

'!·• (14). Some: of.,th~ · existipg·defences;~o~n:Jo an ,. 
alleged contemner rmay . be . given :·.express-r. §ta~utory 
ncognition.· X:Q.ese are:~J · ·. · ·-

': · .' (i). that a;perSOll :shall. not be'""'guilt:t of con
tempt for publishing a fair. and accurate re~ort of 

. . . . a judicial proce~ding or ,any stage. thereof;···, 
' (ii) that 'a person. shall not D'e gUnty, of con
tempt for publishing any fair .comments'. on the 
merits of any case which has been heard and finally 
decided or on the conduct of any judge if it be for 
the public good~ the questio.n of public good being 
in each case a question of fact; : . . · · 

(iii) that a person shall not be· guiltY of con- · 
tempt in respect of any ~tatement made_ by him in . 

• ~ ' • ' ' t I . ·, ' I ; ' • •. ~ w) • • : 
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) gpo~ faith'· concerning the presiding offi6er . of any 
cour~-, subordinate to a-High Court, say a: to the Chief 
.Justice of that High Court. · · · · · 

·.· i t t ';: .. : ; ·:. i ~I : .. • ·; 

:·•:·1 ~ ~15}: AJ 'lf mat~r· o:ti caution ib may b~ provided 
~Jtnat th£ii pvo:visions recommended for inclusioDI in the 
: BiJl shall ttot • be: construed as im an:r way enlargilrtg th(' 
J st0pe' 0f oontetript as~ GtheliWise· understood on as affect· 
ihg' any othet·defencerwhiclt mat be open to- an· alleged 
contemner~ 

,. :· . (J6} · Th& g~neral rules @f. p~ocedure applicable in 
. contempt. cases; snouJ.d: oe formulated clearly. . 
"' . . . '' 

. ..: . . . ·.: ) . . . ' . ' . . . 
. . . (17) In ,tlie case of contempts committed ih the 
face- 6f the: colirt'; the present summary powers of courts 

•1J.avft fa be:- edlb.tfuued and a simpie procedure ·COnSisting 
:·or oral· appraisal of the charg~ te· the. contemner, the 
· givirlg of an opportunity· td lilimt t~· make his defence 
and proVisions' as to bail and custody, on the lines 

. sugges.ted i~ paragraph,~ of Chapter X: may ,b~ adopted.1 

• ·~' 'i 1 " I I • I • ~ ~ l I t .. ,. • I • ' I 

1 
. (18) Appll~~tions,' for ~r~nsfer' o{ proceedings for 

eotitempt'l comrrilttecV 1'n· 'th~ faee of, the coar~ . may be 
entertained by the judge in whese presence· the con

' tf!mpt i$' corri:inifted! arid if he fee1s; tha1 m the interests 
' c!lf proper ' administration of justice the application 
· shoi.tld be ·allowed,· atid that it is- practicable to· do so, 
'h~ should cause the' mattett· t&'be.·'placed before the 
Chief Justice for his directiOn~ .. ·: ~-·, .tl ··.' ~ .. r • , : 

r. ·:: (l!J): A crimiinat contempt· (other than a contempt 
bdniinitted in the face- of.. the court) should be heard 
, om!ly b7 a .Bench o-f not.less than two judges except in 
·cases where the- eourt consists of one judge. e.g.~ court 
·of the Juditial Commissioner. That contempt may be 
taken cognisance of only on a motion or on a reference 
made by some other agency .. That is to say, in the case 
of. thf Sup~me Court, the tnOtion may be made by the 
.Mforney-Gene:ral or a person authorised by him, and, 
in the case of a High Court, by the Advocate-General 
~ a person authorised by him. Such motion may be 
made either on the initiative of the Attorney-General 
ot the Advocate-General, as the case may be, or at the 
instance of.the court concerned. Where the contempt 
,is that of a subordinate court, action may be taken on 
'"reference mad~ by that court. 

_ (20) The motion or reference should specify the 
act constituting the contempt and the law should 

; ~mbody provisions as to service of notice of the pro-
r~ ______ ....._ ___ _ 

1. Ji'or elUCt detail~ see clause 14 in th: Bill appendeJ tJ this Report • 
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. ceedings, and~ as to the defence. of the person·. chargect 
·. ~~ t~~ .. line~f .ihdicated in paragraph 6 of Chapter X.~~ 

~ • • "'. : . i , 

(21) A provision may be made that no court shall 
punish any one for contempt unless the contempt is of 
such a nature as substantially to interfere with the due
course of justice. 

· (22) The provisions of the Contempt of Courts Act,. 
1952, as to punishment and apology may be continued. 
but it may be made clear that in cases of civil con
tempt, where fine is not an adequate punishment, the
. punishment of sim,ple imprisonment to be awardecf 
should consist of detention in a civil prison for a term. 
not exceeding th~ prescribed statutory period. 

· (23) It may also be provided that in cases where
the person found guilty of contempt in respect of any 
undertaking given to a court is a corporation, the
punishment may be enforced, with the leave of the 
court, by the detention in a civil prison of the directorS;. 
or principal officers of the corporation. · · :: 

(24) Every order of punishment for contempt shalt. 
state the facts constituting the contempt, the defence 
of the person charged, the substance of the evidence
taken, if any, as well as the finding and the punishment. 
awarded. 

(25) Provision may be made for an appeal as or 
right from any order or deci~ion of a High Court in 
the exercise of its jurisdiction to punish for contempt
The appeal should lie to a Bench of Judges of the High. 
Court where the order or decision is of a single Judge. 
Where the order or decision is of a Bench the appeat 
should lie to the Supreme Court. · 

(26) The rule of practice as to 'purge' of contempt: 
may work hardship in many cases and therefore botb_ 
the appellate court and the court from whose judgment 
or order an appeal is being preferred should have the
power to stay execution of the sentence, to release the 
alleged contemner on bail and to hear the appeal or 
allow it to be heard, notwithstanding the fact that the· 
appellant has not purged himself of the contempt. 

(27) The Supreme Court may, in the interests of· 
uniformity, be conferred power to make ruleg to. 
supplement where necessary the rules of procedure
recommended by us. It may also be provided that the 
Supreme Court may make rules in relation to High. 
Courts only after consulting the High Courts. 

1. For exact details see clauses IS and 16 of the BilL 
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Draft Bill 2. We have appended to this Report a draft Bill incor-
porating the recommendations which we have made in this 
Report.- An endeavour has been made to set forth in clear
. cut terms the implications of our recommendations in the 
,Bill . 

NEw DELm; 
Dated the 28th February, 1963. 

H. N. SAriAL, 

Chairman. 

w. s. BAl1LINGAY, 

MembeT. 

G. R. RAJAGOPAUL, 

MembeT. 

L. M .. NADKARNI, 

Member. 

H. c. DAGA, 

Member-Secretary. 



Appendix 

THE CONTEMPT OF COURTS BILL, 1963. 

A 

BILL 
to define and limit the powers of certain courts in 
punbhing contempts of courts and to regulate their 
t rocedure in relation thereto. , 

1~ (1) This Act may be called the Contempt of Courts ~~drt title 
Act, 1963. . extent. 

(2) tt extends to the whole of India: 
Provided that it shall not apply to the State of Jammu 

and Kashmir except to the extent to which the provisions 
of this Act relate to contempt of the Supreme Court. 

2. In this Act, "High Court" means the H1gh Court for a Definition. · . 
State, and includes the court of the Judicial Commissioner 
in a Union territory. 

3 (1) A person shall not be guilty of contempt of court lnno~en! 
on the ground that he has published any matter calculated ~~~~~fs~ton 
to interfere wit~ the course of justice in connection with- tribution o( 

matter not. 
. . l d' d . · . t contempt. (a) any cnmma procee mg pen mg or 1mmmen 

at the time of publication, if at that time he had no . 
reasonable grounds for believing that the proceeding 
was pending or, as the case may be, jmminent; 

(b) any civil proceeding pending at the time of 
publication, if at that time he had no reasonable grounds 
for believing that the proceetiing was pending. · · 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for 
the time being in force, a person shall not be guilty of. con
tempt of court on the ground that he has published any 
such matter as is mentioned in sub-section (1) in connection 
with any civil proceeding imminent at the time·,_,f publica
tion, merely because the proceeding was imminent. 

C3) A person shall not be guilty of contempt 'of court on. 
the ground that he has distributed a publicat:on containing 
any such matter as is mentioned in sub-sectwn (1), if at the 
time of distribution he had no reasonable grounds for be
lieving that it contained any such matter as aforesaid or 
that it was likely to do so. · 

(4) The burden of proving any fact tending to establish 
a defence afforded by this section to any oerson in proceed. 
ings for contempt of court shall lie upon that person: 

Provided that, where in respect of the commission of an 
offence no arrest has been made, it shall be presumed until 
the contrary is proved that a person accused of contempt of 
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court in relation thereto had no reasonable grounds for 
. believing that any proceeding in respect thereof was. 
im~ent. • · 

Explanation.-For the purposes of this section, a judicial 
proceeding-

( a) is said to be pending until it is heard and finally 
decided, that is to say; in a case wher·~ sn appeal or 

·revision i~ competent, v.ntil the appeal or revision is 
· heard and finally decided or, where no appeal or revision 

1s preferred, until the period of limitation prescribed for 
.such appeal or revision ha$ expired; · 

.. (b) which has been heard and finally decided shall 
not be deemed to be pending merely by reason of the 
fact that proceedings for the execution of the decree,. 

::,~~d~r or sentence passed therein are pending. 

4. Subject to' the provisions contained in section 7, a per~ 
son shall not be guilty of contempt of court for publishing a 
fair and accurate report of a judicial proceeding or any stage-
thereof. · ' · · ,. 

contempt,: 
Fair ; ' . s: ·A person shall not be guilty of contempt of court for· 
criticism· publishing any fair COJ.!llllent .on the merits of any case-
of judicial. · which has been heard and finally decided or on the conduct 
act not · of any judge if it be for the public good. . 

. . contempt. 
1 

• , . . : •· • • 

· .. Explanation -Whether the comment is or is not for the
public good is a question of fact . 

~Complaint 
against 
presiding 
officers 
ofsubordi· 
nate courts 
when not 

. ,. 
't . 6. A person ·shall not be guilty of contempt of court in. 
respect of any statement made. by him in good faith con
cerning the presiding offieer of any court subordinate to a 
~igh.Cour~ to the. Chief Justi~e of that High Court. 

contempt. 
Pu~lication :· . 7. '(1) ·A person .shall not be guilty of contempt of court 
o_f inform~- lor publishing a fair and accurate report of a judicial pro.;. 
:~o;r~:d~g ceedin~ before any·~ourt sitting i~ chambers or in cd~E"Ta,. 
ings in except lil the followmg cases, that IS to say,. · 
cha,mbers ;,,., . (a) where the publication is contrary to the provi .. 
or 1" camera sions of any enactment for the time being in force· · not . . , 
contempt r. . : . (b). where the court, having power to do so, express .. 
exce~t m · ly prohibits the publication of all information relating. 
~::::n to the proceeding or of information of the description. 

.w!lich. is published; . · . · ·. ·. · 
(c)'where the court sits in chambers or in cameict 

. for' reasons connected with public order or the security 
· of the State during that part of the proceeding about. 
. which the' information in question is published;' :· . 
' ' ... , . ' . . ,, ,. 

· · ·(d) where. the information 'relates to~ a secret pro
cess, discovery or invention which is an issue in the
proceedings. 
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(2) Without prejudice to t~e provisions contained in sub
~ection (1), a person shall not" be guilty of contempt .ot.~ourt 
. for publishing "the· text "Ot a· f.air and aceu,rate; summa!Y: of 
the whole, or any -part, of an order made by,, a .c~mrt &Itt~ng 
, in chambers or in camera, unless the court has. expressly 
:prohibited the publication thereof .in exercise of any. power 
~onferred by any enactment for the time being in force •. · : 

' 8.' Nothing contained in this Act shall bP. construed as ~~er' · 
implying that any other defence which would have been a n~tenr~:s 
valid defence in an action for contempt of court has ceased affected. 
to be available merely by reason of the l.lr.ovisions of. this 
Act. . . ' . 
· 9. Nothing contained in this Act shall b~ construed as ~ctiotto 
'implying that any_ publication is punishable as tonte~pt of :f~e
~ourt which would ·not be so punishable apart from th1s Act. ment of 

scope of 
contempt.· 

J. 10. Every High Court shall have and exe~cise the ·same P~wer of 
jurisdiction, powers and authority, in accordance with the ~~~to 
.-same procedure and. practice, in respect of con tempts of punish 
-courts subordinate to it as it has and exercises in respect contempts 
.of con tempts of itself: . · of subordi-

nate 

. Provided that no High Court shall take cognizance of a courts. 
contempt alleged to have been committed in respect of a 
court subordinate to it where such contempt is an offence 
punishable under the Indian Penal Code. 

11. A High Court shall have jurisdiction to inquire into P~wer of' 
or try a contempt of itself or of any court snb:>rdinate to it, H•gh Court 
whether the contempt is alleged to have been committed ~ff~~C~:S 
within or outside the local limits of its jurisdiction, and committed 
whether the person alleged to be guilty of contempt is or offenders 
within or outside such limits. . . . found out-

. . side juris
diction. 

12. (1 l Save as otherwise expressly provided in this Act Limit of 
or in any other law, a contempt of court may be punished punish
with simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to me~t fort 
six months, or with fine which may extend to two thousand ~~':r 
rupees or with both: · 

Provided that the accused may be discharged or the 
punishment awarded may be remitted on apology being· 
made to the satisfaction of the court. · 

· (2) Notwithstanding anything contained in any la·~ for 
the time being in force. no court shall impose. a stntence in 
e~cess .of that speci~ed in sub-section (1) for any contempt 
e1ther In respect of Itself or of a court subordinate to it. • 

13: Not~thst~nding anything contained. in any law for Technical 
the tlme, betnf! 1n force, no court shall impose a sentence contem~ts 
under th1s Act for a contempt of court unless it is satisfied not Punish· 
~at the co~ tempt is .of such a nature a~ substantially to able. 
Jnterfere w1th the due course _of j~stic~. 
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.. .. . . ·. , . 

. -14: ·(1) When· it is .alleged, or appears to the Supremt 
Court or the High Court upon its own view, that a persoot 
has been guilty of .contempt_ committed in its presence or 
hearing, the Court may cause such person to be detained in. 
-custody, and, at any time before the rising c .. f the Court, on 
the same day shall- · 

· . · (a)· cause him to be informed orally of the contempt 
with which he is charged; . . t 
. . -·(b) afford him an opportunity to make his defence 

to the charge; · 
. (c) after taking suoh evidence as may be n•~cessary 

or as may be offered by such person and after hearing 
him, proceed, either forthwith or after adjournment, t() 
determine the matter of the charge; and : 

(d) m&ke such order for the punishment or di~ 
charge of such person as may be just. · 

r. (2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section. 
(1), where a person charged with contempt ur1der that sub-

. section applie:;, whether orally or in writing, to have the 
charge against him tried by some Judge other than the 
Judge in whose presence or hearing the offence is alleged t() 
have been committed, and the Court is of opinion that it is 
practicable to do so and that in the interests of proper 
'administration of justice the application should be allowed, 
it shall cause the matter to be placed before the Chief Jus_. 
tice for such directions as he may think fit to issue as' 
respects the trial_ thereof. ( 

, (3). Pending the determination of the charge, the Court 
may direct that a person charged with contempt l:nder thi$ 
section shall be detained ~n such custody as it nay specify:: 

Provided that 'he shall' be 'released on bail, if a bond for 
such sum of money as the Court thinks sufficient is executed 
by him with or without sureties conditioned that the person 
charged shall attend at the time and place mentioned jn 
the bond and shall continue to so attend until otherwise 
directed by the Court. 

... 
15. (1) In the case of a criminal contempt, other than a 

contempt referred to in section 14, the Supreme Court or. 
the High Court may take action on a motion made by- .: 
'' . ' . . 

(a) the Advocate-Genera~ whether on his own 
motion or at the instance of such Court, c,r 
· · · (b) any. other person, with the consent in writing of 

· the Advocate..General. · . 

(2) In the case of any criminal.cqntempt of a subordinate 
Court, .the High Court may take action on a reference made 
to it by the subordinate Court or on a motion made by the' 
Advocate-General. 

(3) Every motion or reference made under this section 
shall specify the contempt of which the pl'rson charged is 
alleged to be guilty. 
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E;rptanatian .-In this section, the· expression "Adv~ate-
General" means- . 

.. . (~) in r;l~tion io the Supreme Court,.th~ Attorney-
General. and ... 
. . (b) in relation to . the High Court, the Advocate-

General of the State, and, . . .. , . 
(c) in relation to the .court of a Judicial Cr;mmis-

sloner, such Law Officer as · the . Central ~ver~me~t 
may, by notification in the Official Gazette, spec1fy Jll 
this behalf. · . '·! 

16. (1) Notice of every proceeding under ~ection 15 shall Proctdure 
be served personally on the person charged, unless the Court after. 
for reasons to be recorded directs otherwise. · · cogn•zamc«'. · 

(2) The notice shall be accompanied- , 
(a) it'! the ease of proceedings . commenced on a 

motion, by a copy of the motion as also c•Jpies of the 
affidavits, if any, on which such motion is fr.linded; and 

(b) ir. ih~ cas~ of proce~ding~ .c(mtme~ced o~· ~ 
reference by a subordinate Court, by a copy of ~e 
referenct!. . 

. . . 
(3) The Court may, if it is satisfied that a person char6ed 

under section 15 is likely to abscond or keep out of the way 
to avoid service of the notice order the attachment of his 
property of such value or amount as it may deem reasonable . . . 

( 4) Every attachment · under sub-section (3) shall be 
dfected in the manner provided in the Code of Civil Proc~ s of 190& · 
dure, 1908. for the attachment of property in execution of 
a decree for payment of money, and if, after such &1 tach-
ment, the person charged appears and shows to the satisac-
tion of the Court that he dld not abscond or keep out of 
the way to avoid service of the notice, the Court shall order 
the release of his property from attachment upon ~ch 
terms as to costs or otherwise as it may think fit. . 

(5) Any person eharged with contempt under section 15 
may file an affidavit in support of his defence, and the Court 
may determine the matter of the charge either on the affi ... 

F
its filed or after taking such further evidence as may. b~ . 

ece~ary, and pass such order as the justice of the case 
u1res. 

.11. Every order for the punishment of a person charged JudPut. · 
W'lth c:ontempt of court shall state that facts com-tituting in con-· 
the contempt, the defence of the person charged and the tempt ~ · : 
:~ubstance of. the evidence taken. if any, as well as the finding c:asea. 
md the pumshment. . . 

I 1 , • ' 
0 

' ' ' '" 

: .18.· (1) Every ease of c:riminal cOntempt under section 15 Hearing or 
ihall be hearJ and determined by a Bench of not less than cues m 
;wo Judges. · criminal 

, · · · contempt 
.... . ' • -· t beb 

(2) .T~is section shall not apply to the Court o! a Judicial ~ ' 
CommiSSIOner. 1 
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19. (1) An appeal sh;fllie as of right !rom any order or 
dacisimt Of· n ;High· .Cou:tt, ~n .the exercis~. ;OJ its.juris<;iic\ion 
to punish for contempt- · · · · · .· ..... · .• : ... · · · ... , 
--:~ ;" .· · .(a).where .tile order :o~ decision is·_-th.at Qf a· single 

Judge, to a Bench of not less than t.wo:JudgeS'_ qf the 
., . ,. Court; .. . . . · .. · 

.. •' ~ r' • . • • • '! r· J . t -. : .. ,·• . • . • ' . . ' . 

(b) where the order or'decision is that of a Bench,' 
.... to the. Supreme Court. · · · · . · · 

·.:~;:-(2) l?enQln~ any: ~ppe~l, 1 
the .apPellate Court may order 

tba~ ·••· .. ·, . · · . 
(a) the execution of the punishment or order 

appealed agains~ be suspended; 
1 • ·(b) if the ·appellant is in confinement, he be released 
on bail; and . · · . ·· · . 

(c) the appeal be heard notwithstanding that' the 
appellant has not purged himself of the C'lntempt. 

··' :(3) Where any person aggrieved by any order against 
ivhich an appeal may be filed satisfies the High Court that 
~e intends to prefer an appeal, the High Court may also 
-exercise all or any of the powers conferred by in sub-section 
(2). . ·. . 

(4) An appeal under sub-section (1) shall be filed-
,·· (a) in the case of an appeal to a Bench of the High 

Court, _within t':V_enty days, and . · 
. (b) in the case of an appeal to the Supreme Court. 

Within a period of sixty days; 
~_r~m~ the date o~ the order appealed ~gainst. 
1_, 120. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 12, 
where a person is found· guilty of a civil contempt, the 
court, if it considers that a fine will not meet the ends of 
justice and that a- sentence of imprisonment is necessary 
shall, instead of sentencing him to simple imprisonment, 
direct that he be detained in a civil prison for such period 
not exceeding six months as it may think fit. 

~ · (2) Where the person found guilty of contempt of court 
in respect of any undertaking given to a court is a corpora.:. 
tion, the pur.ishment may be enforced, ·with the leave of 
the court, by the detention in civil prison of the directors 
O'r principal officers of the corporation. · 

: . 21. (1} The Supreme Court may make rules, not incon~ 
sistent with the provisions oJ this Act, providing for any 
~atter relating. ~o the procedure of the Supreme Court an~ 
~be;.High Courts. · . . , · ·1 

(2) Any 1·ules so made, in so far as they rE'lates to the 
procedure of the High Courts, shall be made after consul-
~ion with the High Courts. : · · 

22. The Contempt of Courts Act, 1952, is hel'eby repealed.· 
·. GMGIPND- T.t;. Wi~sr :_9't "M of H.\-{1"3 ,6, _:,9-7·1963 .-r,s~. . , 


